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This 60 feet incinerator was 'erected at MacGims & 
Gibbs property over the weekend. M & G are still 
awaiting approval of their application to the puHution 
controlboard before the wood waste burner can be put . 
into operation. Approval has been delayed because the 
PCB has received letters of opposition from local 
residents who fear the burner will create smoke, fly 
ash and air pollution. The company is saying the 
burner will be smokeless, unlike their old burner 
which had to be removed in 1972. An expensive but 
envlronmentsIly useful alternative would be to bur- 
hess the energy from the waste burning and convert it. 
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District will press 
ski shop battle 
The district:of Terrace 
will continue its fight 
against Mickey Johnson 
Recreations Ltd., despite 
the expenditure of$12,000 in
legal _fecs during the three 
year battle. 
Mayor Dave Maroney, 
commenting on the court 
decision which ruled in 
favour of the district's right 
to refuse to hold a public 
hearing on rezoning the 4700 
block Lazelle, said the 
distr ict  w i l l  cont inue to 
other act ions to electricity, a method used in many pulp mills, pursue 
' ,  -relating to the zoning 
Health office oo o, "It's been It hassle inthe 
courts for the last three moved here years," Maroney said, during which time there has  
been "a lot of manipulation 
Herald Staff The MP suggested the by Mickey Johann?' _ 
Federal Heal*tL and bands continue their "Maroney refereed to the 
Welfare medical zone office prote~t. "delay tactics" of Ml¢key 
By Donna Vailieres 
• Herald 8tot Writer 
Johnson Recreation Ltd. in 
having the case drag on this 
- l o n g . .  
"I don't see any end to it 
this fall," Maroney cow. 
tinued, but said the district 
would not hack off from the 
fight because other 
businesses in town• are 
getting upset over the fact 
they have to purchase 
business licenses while 
• Johnson has been operating 
his ski shop without one. 
Council revoked John- 
son's license last year after 
he refused to comply with 
"zon ing  regulations within an 
agreed period of time. 
The company took the 
issue to supreme court in 
January and the district 
filed a counter action in 
county court. The county 
court action will be heard in 
Prince Rupert October Sl. 
The action this week to 
obtain a court order 
reqMrfmg the district o hold 
a public hearing was a 
~ate  appH_eation filed by 
Miekey J johnson 
Recreations this summer. 
Maroney said district 
solicitors are still tryin~ 
get Johnson to make a good 
Will commitment @the 
mnnicipallty, but Jobuson 
has c l~ed that repeated 
attempts by the company to 
meet with district have been 
turned down. 
The district expected the 
outcome to be in their favor, 
Maroney said, but added 
that the district is 
"somewhat disturbed that 
an expenditure of over 
$3.000 of the taxpayers '  
money was required in 
order to uphold the legally 
constituted by-laws of the 
district of Terrace.'! 
may move to Terrace to 
help ease the local unem- 
ployment rate, but nor- $60 mi l l i on  
thwest Indian hands, who 
make extonsive use of theth services,TheprOpoSedzonearemove.Objectingofficb °,. G r a i n  e l e v a t o r  in Rupert 
currently located in Prince . • 
Rupert and employs a staff VANCOUVER (CP) -- companies, interested it 
of 15 to administer the 18 British Columbia taking over the running of 
field offices in Indian Development Corp. is un- the under-utliized govern- 
Villages which provide dertakfng a joint study with ment elevator at the north 
.health serv ices . .  Alberta Wheat Pool to test coast community. The most 
Dr. Rick Nuttsl, zone the fcasibllity of bulldinga attrae.tivesubmissiOnC_came 
director of medical services terminal grain .e~evam.r. in. n'om. me v_.~:own.~.. 
in Prince Rul~_ rt, said the Prince Rupert a~. doest ~c Gram ~o: G~,~_wmm~_, 
Health and Welfare could go as tng~ at ~ lint w.nemn.aecmeu agam~ 
depar~unt is "asking for ml~_un.. . . . .  grnnung a sease. 
and rec v "the views of The smoy m m ue com- '. e~ ..ing . . . . . . . . .  ~ ..... . ..... .. . Dr .  William Hick .  
• nat ive ,  p~ple on  the ~l.et~i. b~, j~_~,_ t~_  chairman of the grain co- 
..... ~poseo move . ' ' nnulnp ~ -a vorame . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' pro . . . .  . ' ,.wo,n,a.h~a~-a~Jb.,nd,, ordination committee ol 
whether to move nasnot yet Dugtdd said earlier this . . '~."~'~- °: . . . . .  
been made,' Nuuat said. week tl~at .wnet.an. mw~eu 
Nuttal said there are throe ~Itd  said the  two  Pr r°~s  t~m~o I~c~a?t~ 
district Indian councils groups are considerlng at an v~..., ,~, o.~.,o n,,,-,~ 
involved in the federal elevator with a rate . • 
medical district, two of capacity of between six and et?vamr. 
them, north coast and nine million bushels, and ' He never had any in- 
Hazelton.councll have come costing between ~L5 million tention of leasing it out and 
out a ainst the move. and ~ million, depending Corglll's bid gave him the 
Terratge district band on size and the equipment perfect out," sa.idI'lick."He 
council, unavailable for installed. . could say that the people ot 
comment, have not stated Last year, Agriculturl Canada would never stand 
their views as of yet.  Minister Eugene Whelar for their property being 
m.~. .  ~ ~...~o ,',am invited proposals from c.o- handed .over  to a U.S. 
Pagnelo met with Prince operatives and privat~ multina . 
Rupert band council - n.,.~., D,~+~.,,I~. , , , , ,  
members last week to ' uu.~© z ©v~u~-~ 
discuss the proposed move , • '- 
stating that the relocation T  . lhno' n , ' , o ~ ,  1(~ | 
was designed to help . L J J .  J .&&&&&~ &&~.~LAJ . . i .~  
Ter race 's  f lounder i  " - -  
economy "and not par- CALGARY (CP) -= .Dome ~ at the other two 
• tieularly to provide better Petroleum Ltd. ox ua~ary wells. 
service to Indians." said Tuesday that r~-me said Tuesday it has 
production testing will begin ~ : s suspended rilling at the Campaguolo said she .wa at the Nektoralik well, •. . . . . . . . . .  .I ~mo~,,,. k 
at hands anu e~wc hna t,v~. d~lln~ri to " . .u~,u.ua. - . . .  . . . . . .  aware th which . . . . . . . . . .  . An.. ~.. • .  --~ ,...,.., will 
the  • :Wt~tJtD, I J u t  m~sat~ ~o~ss ,~ bodies were.pro.t.ssting. .. depth of 9,14 ~. feet m the ~,~ ,,,,.o ~oo~ nn the 
move and t,ola ae|egates Beaufort Sea. ._ . , .us .  .~.~m., ,'osults 
would not .be. madewithout The company announced '..,,a,~m,~ ,~- - -e  .'~ ' 
 p,e. Sept.,0-five days before its A fourth wen was 
ru,~o,,~ ,~-t-sted that offshore drilling permits for by Canmar early in the~e 1977. a..'~--~7~'T'^  'Z.,~,o , ,~,,]a the1977 drilling seasen were season, but it was cnsea 
to the re ion to expire--that natural gas after going to 1,350 
had been encoun  at MOVE ON 
v.,m . . . . .  ,,1,1 ~,~ ~, an to three deep wells being Dome said that, afte 
,V ,~ '4U~i~ WVV'.U'W ~vv ~ ov  ' . ec  D..;m,~n l~,,rm~ stud then drilled by Canadian Marine testing at the three d p 
'-o,,,1"',, ~o~'o~e Dr i l l i ng  Ltd.  (Canmar) ,  wellsfscempleted, the thre 
"2 . . . . . . . .  " ' Dome's wholly-owned sub- Coumar &filing ships will 
Campagnolo insisted the sidiary, be moved tb other locations 
real reason for the proposed The federal cabinet said to conduct shallow drilling 
relocation was fo boost Sept. 22 that Dome had been operations. . 
Ten'ace's ..~onomy given patrols|on .to exwn.d The company, has .oecn 
although the ~epariment of dr i l ! ing.  ~ .et~ora! t~ authorized to arm to a 
:health and welfare woma reported to oe me more maximum depth of 1,600 feet 
correctly explain it in terms promising of the three wells, at the new locations. Dome 
of . travel and com- But it refused the com' said current ice forecasts 
10,000 feet 
munlcation. pany's request to extend indicate shallow drilling can said. 
Hugh Faulkner: 
On Kalun~ Avenlse without protective 
shields. Yesterday they sent a man out to 
correct he situation. The wires must be 
protected because blind people can walk 
' eapaign and to review same 
SOUGHT PARTNER own ... we are more el- of the functions of the in- 
Alberta Wheat Pool heard flcisnt" stitute. 
that the BCDC and other ,, " _ . '~ne CNIB is a muitiser- 
companies were interested At .Prince ttupert w e . vice private agency, 
in the project so it sent a propesm tamng over ~ l Knalenz explained, whose 
study team to Prince Rupert (federal) elevator,.fixtng tt | main objectives are 
and then sought its own up..andthen,,o~oa'.tin~i!,f_o.x I'rehabilitat[on of adult 
au comers, ' ne s.mu. we I blindness and the preven- 
meeting with BCDC. The bnsh~ ~ the country. ! outcome as an agreemunt wouidhave been after ever  I tion of blindness. 
° "-" " ropc's ls '--exa--tion for Ofa newthe 
: e levater . . . . : . , '  .... ' '. ':,:::. " ": 
Lorne L. Clapaon, vice- 
president of Ca~. ,  which 
or ig ina l ly  zn i t ia te  
discussions with the BCDC, 
said "BCDC seems to be VANCOUVER (CP) -  A four principal officers of 
ruaningtotaiktoevewgirl panel of four .inde.~nd~,flt Britlsh Rail;R,L.Ba.n.ks...of 
on the street." railway experts Tuesaay washington, v.u., a v nit.~ 
In the past crop year, present~l the roy~ co.m- S ta tes  tran__s.portatlc 
ended July 31, Cargill mission invest lgaun i  consultant; J. w. u. mac- 
moved 20 million bushels British Columbia Railway dougall, a retired vice- 
through the Port of Van- with a series of proposels to president of Cans.stun 
couvor, revive the trouble-plagued Nat|ohm ttanways; and x~es 
Clapaon said that Cargill company. _ _ Irwin, . a Canadi.an tran- 
likes to operate its ow~ The propasais, presented spormuon consultant. 
facilities where poasibl, by' the panel at the end of a .During.thetw .o-day.sym- 
"because we normally do twoday study of the .l~slun~., me c onsulmn~ ex~ 
better when we are on'our problems and successes..ox pto.rea..most .asj~eets o t  
state-owned rauways, ma rampaging, me.tuareg t aOor 
not cover questions of ex- problems, roan compeuen, 
i tension of track, but did productivity, punic ac. 
O 0  feet  m focus on "public ac- countabillty and the future. 
countability and business On the question of 
management of B,C. Raft. maintaining in.dependence 
The panel suggested that whlle remaining ac- 
st through' o the government sho~d: . countable to .the .l~ublic, the 
October. .-entrust the ranway's pane~ concmu~ mat a guv- 
Caumar has been drilling the wells for Dome and affairs to a semi- eminent-owned oparauon 
autonomous board of musthaveaclearly:defined 
partners, including Hunt railway and independent subsidy in advance. 
International, Columbia Gas, Gulf, Aquitaine, officers with direct ac- "The operation should be 
countability to a cabinet accountable in advance and 
Brascan, Norcen and Mobil, minister; judged by its. accounto," 
which have varying in- .-identify the profitable said Maedougaa. 
forests in the wells, and non-profitable areas of " Harwend said the 
• A new partner is Kaiser .the .rnllway's syste m ann financial parameters must 
Resources Ltd. of Van- ~mp~ement separate a.c- be set in advance and k 
couver. 'Edgar Kasier, Jr., Kaiser counting sys.tems.xor sac.n.; must he accepted as a 
.-proviuemerailwayw~.m constitutional fact tha~ 
'president,:couver TuesdaySaid thatin Van-the a yardstick budgetn:alY government" controls the 
company has invested $5 means of a fixed an . size of the subsidy. 
government subsidy for im million for a l-parceat net- .~,a,,o~,~o ,,,,,,rations. If the railway is obliged to 
profit interest in the Dome --authorize the cabinet u..v~u ~ ?,,~e~s~n~e,,~ ~ 
project. . . ' . , . ,  . . . . . . . .  ,me ~r the , w,- -~  ~ ""~e" '  "- , 
"Our participation with - , ,~ ,~,  -,~-v . . . . . . . . .  ~ ,~4 ~dded 
Dome and its partners in the railway to investigate its . . . . . . . . .  
program is Kaiser affairs ff it exceeds the set As for the railway's 
Resources' first energy- budget. • services and rates strut- 
SUBSIDY NEEDED furs, Irwin said it should be 
related investment outside The experts included ~able to negotiate with 
of the coal industry," he Evan  Harding, one ot me government its right tostart 
campaign I  Terrace nextweek and local 
Lions Club members, assisted b3 
volunteers will be canvassing residents on 
Monday, October 3. 
For the blind 
Campaign blitz Monday 
Herald staff The a~ency wil sale in- CNIB works closely ~th 
Canadian National In- valved m the training of Lions Internatin a service 
stitute for the Blind will be blind ~hildren and court- club committed to the 
holding a campaign blitz on selling of parents of the consorvationof eyesight and 
October 3 when 250 Lions children, as well as in Terrace both./nDowntwon 
Club members and volun- educating the generalPUblic and the Centelmiai Lions 
teers will canvasa ll homes on how to m meet blind will be involved' in the 
in the Terrace area. _ l~eople., campaign. 
Fred Koalenz, district_~rhe agency sponsors an Last year Lions CJub 
administrator for tbeCNIB ad jus tment  t ra in in~ members and volunteers 
was in twan yesterday to program, a specific type. o! 
spenk to. Lions Club: tralniag which is desigued to raised more than $4,000 through the CNIB canvass 
members on the coming build a self confiednce and and are hoping to do even 
skills for the blind person better this ,,ear 
and also counselling the " " " will 
family. _ Thedoor-to:door 2 blitz _ 
Family attitudes are very be held Mon.aa~y ucm.~er/5, 
imporant in the adnst~ent when nonsenosns wm oe 
of a blind parson, Koalenz called upon between 6 ~d | 
explained. 8:30 p.m. and me campa~n I 
"Pity and compassion will conttnueintil Ocotober 8 [ 
will destroy this self- when the business com-I 
confidence," he said. munity will be canvassed. [ 
Propos:als to revive BCR 
Despite the reduction in ear.-lcads ca rr i~ and ton- 
manpower, and because miles coveren is tar grea~r 
workers are more today than in the 1920s, he 
productive, the volume of told the comm~s~ ion. 
I In brief:l 
Police shoot gunman 
HAMILTON (CP)- Police shot and killed a gunman 
Wednesday to end a four-hour siege at a downtown apart- 
ment building which left two policemen wounded by gun- 
fire. 
A special police tactical squad broke the siege as they 
entered the building about 10:30 a.m. after firing tear*gas 
pellets into the apartment. 
Seconds later, three gunblasts were heard. 
Police sources identified the deed man as James Kellett, 
26. Kellett, who friends aid was a member of Satan's Coice 
motorcycle club, ran for mayor of Hamilton in the 
December municipal elections. He received about 1,000 
votes of the I00,000 cast. 
The exploding tear gas pellets et off a fire on the top. fio?r 
of the three-story buidling, but fireflghters were ame to 
contain it. 
Compulsory service in Quebec 
SHERBROOKE, Que. (CP) -- The Quebec government 
will establish some form of compulsory public service for 
young people before the end of its present mandate, Social 
Affairs Minister Denis Lazure said Tuesday. ow r tared 
It would be something like military service n eq " 
in a number of countries, Lazure said, except hat young 
people would be required to take part.in vast community 
projects uch as reforestation or deponuuon m avers, or 
something according to their respectlve fields of com- 
petence. 
Mountie discharge appealed 
or discontinue a particular 
service. 
But Banks added "don't 
just nail a notice to a tree in 
the thne-honored fashion. 
Declare the intention of 
discontinuing a particular 
service in the advance 
budget." 
On the question of 
productivity as it relates to 
staff morale, Banks 
suggested that it is "highly 
desirable" to institute a 
bonus system to increase 
productivity on the 
railways. 
"It is human nature to be 
respansive t a few dollars," 
Banks told the commission. 
Banks painted out that 
U.S. railroads in 1920 em- 
ployed 2.5 million workers, 
compared with today's total 
railroad workforce of 
500,000. 
Quick start to land claims 
Wednesday afternoon, said 
the federal government 
shares some of the ob- 
jMectives outlined by .the 
etis. 
ANOTHER CLAIM 
However, Faulkner also 
must deal with another 
claim to'the same territory. 
The N.W.T. • Indian 
Brotherhood has presented 
a claim calling for creation 
of a Dene nation in the 
valley. 
The Metis, who until last 
year were working with the 
OTTAWA (CP) -  I~dinn 
Affairs Minister Hugh 
F~ulkner promised Wed- 
nesday a quick start to 
negotiations aimed at 
se~g the Metis ~d. non- 
status Indian lanu ctaun in 
the Nor thwest Territories.' 
,The claim, which has lost 
some of its urgency because 
o f  a decision against 
building a Mackenzie Valley 
gas pipaline,-calls for new 
political and economic 
structures in the N.W.T. It 
.proposes plitting the huge 
brotherhood on a single Generally, the  
claim, refuse to accept hat brotherhood, representing 
concept. Prime Minister mainly status Indians, 
Trudeau also has said Ot- wants an Indian govern- 
tawa cannot accept he phi- ment in the valley. The 
l osoi~hyof separate nations Meds proposal is for a 
wluun ~anaun. gov.ernmant of all people, 
, native and non-native, with 
Wednesday's Metis claim the Senate ensuring 
includes a call to the prote~tiun of native l.an.ds. 
brotherhood to get together " The claim also asks for 
again to settle one claim for land, financial corn- 
all the natives of the valley, pensation, a share of 
Last month however, the resource royalties and tax 
brotherhood indicated that a concessions on certain 
reunion is impossible, native lands and revenues. 
territory in two with a line 
running north from the 
ManitobaSaskatchewan 
border. 
The western territory, 
covering the Mackenzie 
Valley, would be governed 
by a legislative council 
elected at large. There also 
would be a native peoples 
senate with veto power over 
any rules or regulations 
"which adversely affect 
aboriginal lands." 
Faullmer, who received 
the claim at  a ceremony 
 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- The Attorney-General of British 
Columbia has appealed the granting of an absolute 
discharge to a former RCMP corporal convicted of stealing 
$II,000. 
Notice of appeal was fried by lawyer John Hall on the 
grounds that county court Judge D. B. McKinnon pai cl un- 
due consideration to the interests of the accused unll in- 
sufficient consideration to the public interest in granting the 
discharge to James Charles Hunt. 
Hunt, 38, was convicted of stealing the money which was 
seized uring a heroin conspiracy investigation i 1968 and 
was in Hunt's possession between 1970 and April 1973. 
Wagner sues 
O~AWA (CP) -- Progressive Conservative MP Claude 
Wagner has initiated a suit against he Canadian Broad- 
casting Corp. and five of its journalists following a 
documentary June 13 on organized crime. 
Rowell Latschley, a lawyer for the Quebec MP, said in an 
interview Wednesday a writ wan deposited Tuesday at On- 
tario Supreme Court to begin the action. 
The writ follows notification June 21 to Ontario's deput'/ 
attorney-general that the ~CP for St. Hyacintheplanned :b 
sue the government-owned network for allegations made 
against him in the documentary, entitled Connections. 
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Six-year-old Todd Lindsay strains to complete his 
tenth pushup, raising his body a few inches off the 
ground. Todd has cerebral palsy, a "muddling" ofthe 
nervous ystem resulting in poor co-ordination, dif- 
ficulty with speech and muscles which are apparently 
weak due to poor nerve connections. Though he can 
manage quite well with crutches he will probably' 
never walk without hem. 
Rachel Wale, a child with hearing problems, performs while other students look on. 
an expert somersault with the help of Carol Morton 
Everybody has a stake in 
child development centre 
Just about every group, association and company in
town has had something to do with building or fur- 
nishing the Terrace ChiId Development Centre which 
opened its doors officially last weekend. 
Everybody, that is, except the District Of Terrace, 
says Manuel Dal Silva, qhairman of the building 
committee that coordinated the project. District 
councillors, he says, "are very negative people." The 
building committee went hrough at least 65 meetings 
with council committees and district staff before the 
project was turned down. 
So the child development centre was built outside 
the district on land leased by the school board for $1 
per year for 35 ~,ears. "There was no problem dealing 
with them," stud Da Silva. Permission to use the land 
adjacent to Cassie Hall Elementary School was given 
without undue waiting and fuss. 
The centre, which has been oeprating for about 
three years, was housed in Manuel's home for about 
six months, in the Motz Plaza for about a year and in a 
large rented house on Olson Street, owned by the 
provincial government, for about 18 months. 
Now the 75 children who come regularly to the 
centre, walk into a cheerful, spacious building clut- 
tered with all kinds of brightly-oolored toys and 
equipment. 
Present staff includes a kindergarten teacher and 
teacher's aide, a pert-time physiotherapist and a 
learning therapist on a consulting basis. The centre is 
also looking for a speech therapist. 
The centre treats children with all kinds of physical 
and mental problems. An infant stimulation program, 
treating babies of three or four months, is aimed 
mPmtrtly at preventing physical problems from growing 
o difficulties with socialization in later life. The 
centre also runs twopre-school kindergartens, one in 
the afternoon and one in the morning. Physiotherapist 
Margaret Dediluke pulls kids out of kindergarten 
classes for special treatment during the 2½ days a 
week she spends there. 
A list of donors to the centre would be almost im- 
possible to complete, but staff members are especially 
proud of a bird cage complete with two budgies and 
seed donated with money raised by grade 5 girls Anne 
Marie Duer, Cathy Jackson and Lea=me Hutnick. 
Other donors include Rebecca Lodge, which kicked 
in $500, a piano from the local CB radio club and 
pupp.ets donated by a local Brownie troop. One ladies 
auxiliary group raised $600 with a plant sale. The 
largest private donation was $,500. 
The Vancouver Foundation kicked in $25,000 to buy 
equipment and the Kinsmen raised $30,000 in the door- 
te-docr campaign for building funds. The B.C. 
~ overnment matched this with $85,000 and the child evelopment society raised $15,000. 
Operating expenses are met by the provincial 
departments of health and human resources plus and 
Canadian Cerebral Palsy Association. 
Inducing reflexes to prevent falling is part of treat- 
ments for 13-month old David Rix, who was born three 
months premature. Physiotherapist Margarei 
Dediluke rocks him back and forth on a glannt beach 
bail. He comes for treatments every two weeks and 
his mother gives him similar exercises at home. 
I 
Peter Ajydon, seven, has cerebral palsy which affects I 
his legs only. Regular leg massages are part of his 
I therapy, and judging from his peaceful concentration on the mobile overhead, he enjoys his treatments. 
TO BCAA MEMBERS 
~ POINT AUTO CHECK 
PHONE OR CALL FOR 
AN APPOINTMENT TO 
Totem Ford 
4~3! Kelth 
Totem Gulf 
4711 Lakelse 
g ~  
,~ ~ 
I I'11;) pHI" r" u r rcM I U 
BCAA MEMBERS ONLY 
GOOD FROM SEPT 12- 
OCT 31, 
i I 
with their youngsters while they're in the centre. Snacks are served by kids themselves under super'- 
vision. Parents of children under treatment often stay Puppet shows provide good entertainment for kids and a rest for staff. 
N 
'Bl llm SERVICE 
SPECIAL 
EXPIRES 
SEPT. 30 
BRAKE SPECIAL 
up to 
'69.95 
l,J Replace: New Front Disc pads 
New Rear Linings r~----~.-.----~ . . . .~=~. . .  
Repack: Front Wheel bearings ~_..C~-.., "m~._ r ' '~"  ff___L'J~J~- 
J"* Inspect: Drums&Rotors Kff/l~ilfJl~. /K[J~-----------------~ 
' Brake Hoses I I I I I ;  Va J f /~ ik~l  : fq~;~ 
Front Grease Seals 0 -~ !!J~l (~a i i | .V~ ="~rl)'T~ 
Front Calipers ~.~' f . . . . . .y~' . '~.~ /  
"os,.assOnoerC.r. ~ ~  ~',~_~,'~ 
Anyaddilionalparlsorlabourwdlbequoted ~ v ]lW/ -,~'~ ~ \ .  
before work is slarted. ~,. ' 
i 
GUARANTEED 
90 DAYS OR 
4000 MILES 
SEE OUR SERVlOE DEPARTMENT 
THEY'LL KEEP YOU GOING 
TERRAOE TOTEM FORD SALES LTD. 
4631 KEITH TERRAOE, B.O. 636.4984 
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Legion news, Kitimat Council 
Inflation talks Gearing up School hazard removed 
at convention 
Reaonsibility after the labour sector but he is now 
AIB is the topic for a panel unable to attend. Another 
• discussion slated for the labour representative will 
Saturday afternoon session come in his place. 
of the NWLA Clnve~tion at The Convention gets 
~e Terrace Hotel Fri. Sept, underway Friday eveni~ at 
and Saturday Oct.1. The the ItEM Lee Theatre 8pJn. 
NWLA is brin~in~ the Allan In conjunction with the 
SISTERS, Jay ~Ioyle and convent[on the NWLA Is 
Felix and his Banjo Band to presenting the Allan Sisters 
"l~rraee in conjunction with with Jay Hoyle and Felix 
their convention, as well as Posask both Friday and 
Al Blisch who will lecture on Saturday evenin@, a real 
safety in the Woods. family evening of an- 
Members of the nancl tertalnment. Tickets at 
discussing respons/bility $5.00 can be purchased at 
after the AIB include Sight and Sound and Ev's 
reprentat ives  f rom Men's Wear. 
government, labour and The Saturday schedule 
management. Pepresenflng 'features a safety conference 
Federal government is the in the morning, a luncheon 
Conservative MP from the with guest speaker Bob 
_Kamloops Bob Briscoe and Briseee, Conservative MP, 
from management comes the panel discussion in the 
Don Best, senior Vice afternoon and the Presin- 
President'  Operations dents Bali in the evening. 
Canadian Cellulose. Len Tickets are available at the 
Guy was to represent the NWLA off ice..  
Nothing lly, j ust sic 
• Herald staff 
I f  your child's been sick this week, please don't call 
me police. 
_RCMP in Kitimat were "deluged" with phone calls 
zuesaay following a radio report that anyone with a 
sick child should take the youngster to a hospital, said 
Cpl. Rick l.larrles. ~ _ . 
The report was apparently sparked by an incidem 
Monday night when two very tipsy lads were found by 
police in ~e last stages of an alcoholic binge. The 
youms, aged 12 and 13, had mixed several brands of 
alcoholic beverages together, and consumed a good 
osa~ more than they could handle. " 
Police had reason to be-]Jew there was a third youth. 
invotven and storied loo l~ for him. 
The radio broadcast didn't explain why children 
should be sick, so "People put. to and two together" 
said llarries. "Everybody wzth the 'flu phone ddown' 
and the most common fear was sickness due to 
nucle(sr fallout. 
Kitimat district council 
Once again the fall and There will be 24 rinksin all moved quickly Mon~y to 
winter isj~etting underway having a one day curling .remedy a. p.otentmHy 
at the Royal ~anadian spiel plus a banquet, dance nasaroous it.uauon ac me 
Legien in Terrace. and breakfast. It is sure to troy W'd.c.o.x genoa| crossing 
Various committees are be a fun time m even ff you on Mamoua. .  
-getting together a~ain and are not curling, -plan to A group m concemen 
makine preoarat]ons for come out and cheer your parents urged council to 
.Ul)Com~ activities. The teams, take action in view of a 
first General Meeting after deaion by principal Martin 
summer stand down was As ataways on Friday and Epp to end school patrols 
• held at the Branch on Saturdayevenin~stherelsa September30. Riverlodge recreatior 
Tueedav, Sent 13th Thisis a - live band at the Branch for A group of concerned 
stan¢l~ ¢l~a~te for" General your dancing and listening parents urged council to centre and granted a one 
Meetinos, the second pleasure, take actidn in view of a year permit to Jance 
Tu~'~Of  each month, and decision by principal Martin Holdings Ltd. to use TERIIAOE AIIB IIISTIIIOT 
ManaE'-'~'~ment meets the Asyouare willaware and Epp. to_end, sohool patrols Well.par Logging facilities 
on'.Forest Avenue as a OHAMBER third ' fu ry  of the month, so is the writer this dispatch ~p~mu.erau_ . . . . .  workshop and storage area 
The Ladi'~ Auxilliary is inclined to be spasmodic _ ~. rs . .u :~.  uux ,  "f.u.uavy_ for do-lt-youseld automobile OF 
General meetings are the atbest. Tobeupte datoand ~-~-ese-nt'--t,~-~c°-un-cu-L~-m= repairs. 
first Tueeday~of each month completely informed on u,c .so .r~J~_.. uzu,c, auc ,uu OOMMEROE 
seen mgm cars speea and their Executive meet Legion ecitivRies the beep , , .~. . t . ,  ,t. . . . .  , . . . . . .  Councitookaquieklookat 
the last Tuesday of the possible thing to do is to _u~,u~_~_m_~,~s~u,$ u~ .iv a report f~m the acting T I~Tmmd~OMmlM~I@~MMMM~M 
month, " attendd the meetings and =.~ ur re.ore. - - -  . municipal manager on the a~M~lll~l~Mmth~ldllma'lMmMiIIiM~ 
• frequent the Branch, in that ~ne eauan me nu~m." ann annual problem of buckyard ~'='m'v~mh°=~='°=wm~.n~=n=,= ===k,m.  m=u,r=m 
The Ladies are busy with ,~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . ,  ~- was appalled to learn that storage for recreational ~ ~ ~ w W u, = .~. 
preparations for their Fall .I . . . .  .,~.. .,. .i,,. =. cars need not slow down at vehicles and decided the ~on a ,m ~ ~ m, ~m . . jp~uuaut  v .  = . ;  su"  . . C1~41 all l 'y IIIhl~BIt a r l~  d~r. 'rhl I111t 18 ¢ l~r  Smorgasbo~ being held in ,o . , , ,o . ,  ..o_~.,.....~ . school crossing uelee si~pm present regulations are ~ ~m=,~,w- 'em, .m, ,1 ,B  
the Legion Auditiorium on ~".'..~"'.~'~_..'";.';.'."_~,.." = indicating a reduced speed sufficient. ~ ~ nmwm ,,~,m,v~ m ~a' 
thin OcMIw ;L  IWl. "n~ Iv~ er aW Md ml  the 25tli of September from ""~'  "~ ' "~ "'"©" limit are oested The report was sent to the mm.,rny 
4p.m. will 7p.m. This is Committee Chariman Jean I-~ou~h," 20 GwYn advisory planning cam- 
always a del~hful feast so andinterested individnais Street, said '~ingftsherhas mission for study. _ ~ ,n , ,m,~.o~r  mamm~mm, B.C. D~l imfer  INdSisOc~Nr 1, Wr/. lllmm~. 
co_me and .l~rin~e family, whohav~'newn.o.finterst to alreadybocomeakiller. We Righ now,resldents may am~mmrv~,mmmmMOmm,,mX 
• ~e uar~ umo is un- me memoersmp, please don't want tolose a child on build temporary structures - 
derway again and Wed. at 8 contaeat the writer wither Malabila." in their bec:kyards topmteet 
~.m... will I~. thek election, of by .calling 6.~-27.87 or by Council decided to post 30 vehicles from snow. These 
umcers tar me coming leaving a note ac at me lunh limits at all school shelters must be taken down 
,year. Everyone is welcome Branch. crossings and ask the RCMP in the sprin S. 
to come out and join The ~ 
~t  games wach Wed. 
~ut'ling is in the air again " " 
and talk of another Sunday 
of ternoon  cur l ing  league  has  ID Ml r3 
much interest. Fur ther  ~,  ,.., I , vv ,~ , • ,,, ,,=.,. 
detsilsonthls,as they are OPEN HOUSE made available to the 
writer. On Saturday, Nov. 5. 
Terrace Branch 13 will be 
hbsting'the2hd Annual Zone 
Curling Spiel (Mixed). 
:Library News with Elaine Perry, 
Wealth of material on money 
be sure you Get the Right everyone Is talking about, 
rrsp is a guide to the peT- said to be an Australian 
formance of 103 RRSP funds Gone WithThe Wind. 
in Canada. 
The Canadian Master Tax From Desolation to 
• Guide, (336.71) served :not Sp lendour :  Changing 
o~ly a# assista~e in the .  Perceptions iof the B.C. 
Preparation of ~ e  tax Lanseape. An elegant well 
retruns, it is ~ -a|so a iliustralnd new art book 
reference source on federal which documents the dif- 
Money. Everyone talks 
about it-how to get more, 
how to stretch it, what to do 
'with what you have. A 
wealth material on these 
topics can be found at the 
library. ' -*'::: ~:.~:,Zi: 
Asserting' that there . .  
nothing about the subject' 
that cannot be understood, 
the noted economist John 
Kenneth Galbraith has 
ventured a comprehensive 
discussion in his recent book 
Money: When It Came, 
Where It Went (=2.490 . )  
The aim of Sylvia Porter's 
Money Book (332,024) is tp 
prepare you to win in ever~ 
sphere of your economic life 
by telling you how to earn 
money, spend it, invest it, 
borrow i t ,  and use it to 
better you life. 
The Ftancial Post Money 
,Management Book (332) is 
addressed toCanadian in all 
walks of life, who are 
looking for more ways to 
nave and multiply their 
dollars, or to have expensive 
fun at little or no cost. 
Although income tax time 
is several months off, you 
might like tp prepare ahead 
by reading abuut estate 
plannning. Tax Savings 
Plans In L~anada: How to get 
the Most for your Money ~ 
explains the benefits and 
catches of RRSP's. How to 
taxation. 
Inlfation is a persistent 
theme' explaining its causes 
and effects is the aim of a 
new Financial Post book 
called Treadmill to Ruin? A 
Palin Guide to the Unseen 
Rot of Inflation (332 .41) .  
Teaching consumers how to 
beat the  inflationary 
economy is the idea behind 
Mikes Grenby's guide to 
Fighting Inflation in 
Canada. (33~..024). 
If you're llke most people 
and have doubts about has to 
invest your money, have a 
look at Investing Profitable 
.in Canada by investment 
analyst All Granger or at 
Art Phillips' little books 
How fo Wm at the Stock 
Market. 
When all is said and done 
though, thekey piece of 
advice is :Use your library, 
it's the best bargain in town !
Sone recent additions in 
Terrace Public Libary: 
The Thorn Birds by Collen 
McCullough. The new novel 
Charles Postak 
dies after illness 
, others. Relates his widow t
Esther Postak, whose 
memories of her husband 
are ones of courage, 
goodness andhumour. What 
better epitaph could any 
man expect? 
Born in Prince George 56 
years ago, and a resident of 
Terrace for the past 9 years, 
Mr. Postak was well known 
in the logging business first 
with McDonald and Pcstak 
working out of Shames and 
later with P and K con- 
tracting of Terrace. 
A beloved husband and 
father,his loss is felt deeply 
by his wife Esther, son Bob 
and daughter Wendy, all of 
Terrace. 
Two grand-daughters, a 
brother Dido in Seattle, 
Micheal in Prince Rupert, 
Peter and Internist  in 
Duncan and a sister, Mary 
Sehaoffer, of Terrace are 
also deeply grieved. 
Memorial services, 
conducted by Captain Bill 
Young.of the Salvation 
Ar~y were held in St.- 
Matthews Anglican Church 
on Wednesday, Sept. 28 at 8 
p.m. Cremation in Van- 
couver. 
ferent ways our province 
has been apprecmted in 
painting. 
Alaska Highway Pipeline 
Inquiry (The Lysyk 
P, epart). For observers of 
-the north, this report is 
interesting reading and 
beautifully illustrated. 
To help you choose books 
for yourlelsure reading, we 
have complied a list of 
~op.ular writers of historical 
ncuon, mystery, romance, 
and general fiction. It is 
available now at the library. 
The finest 
hotel in 
mid-town 
• vancouver. 
• clean, large rooms 
• free covered parking 
• indoor pool 
• 2 movie theatres 
• across from the 
Medical Centre 
* a stroll to City Hall 
C0M~l14~S 
VANCOUVER-BROADWAY 
711 West Broadway Ave. & Heather St., 
Vancouver, B.C., V5Z 3Y2, 
(604) 879-0511 
For free Holldex • reservation sendce 
and a guaranteed room rate ninny 
Holiday Inn, call toll ~ ,  
1-800-268-8811 
for , ,  ANN DI.~TSMUIR to patrol more frequently Council also decided to officer until Dace,tuber $1. 
HERALD STAFF WRITER whHeehildrenaretravetling accept an offer from the Other. a ppcintments, ap. 
to and from school. ~ovincial department of provouatme meauagam:. 
The traffic and planning ghways to sliare the cost Ben De Klelne, as mmdcfpal 
committees wil study speed of a street light at the an- manager f em Oetolber ~ to 
limits ar school crossings trance to the Cabelear December 31; Kurt Rup- 
and council will ask the subdivision at O01ichan and pan thal as a member of file 
school board to continue Highway10. advisory planni!~ earn- 
school patrols with more mission until Ma~'eh $1, 
adult imrticipation. Donald Alexander Steart 1979; and Mark ~ a as 
In oLher businees, counch was appointed returnin8 acting treasurer. 
approved a by-law 
authorizing a loan of "~- - ' '1  
$1,200,000 for renovations to 
TRAVEL FOR FRIENDSHIP... 
IT'S PRICELESS. 
WILL OPEN THE DOOR ( 
Charles Postak 
An'inspiratian to his man~, 
friends during hi~ lengthy 
bout with arthritis, Charles 
(Barrels) Robert Postak, 
died in St. Paul's Hospital in 
Vancouver on September 23, 
1977. 
"He simply ignored i l l  
health and after surgery tar 
an artificial hip knees and 
agin for an ankle, he was up 
and about in record lime. 
Nothinl~ held him back he 
was always enqouraging 
OPEN HOUSE r , - - - - - - - -1  ifl a big land whose face would like to learn more about I hardly know. Open House Canada. : o..u..o__ : .You say I can go 66 Sister 
'expl°reitsreg/ons'd/sc°ver/tsb/i?htDe~~~~:Ottawa'Ontarl°K1AOMS 
venture, taste adventure Name ..................................................... 
sing a new song, find I belong Address .................................................... 
anywhere, verywhere. ~ ,~ : II 
Open House Canada invites anyone City ................................. Posiai .. ............ 
between the ages of 14 and 22, to Secretary of State 
discover Canada, its geography, its Province ................... Code ................. 
people; to meet other young people Canada Is your land and Ihla le your 
like themselves in another part of _ I _ _  e Secretary Secrdtarlat L©h~e to ,ee IC j 
Canada and visit them for a minimum of State• d'l~tat =-  me - - .  =. -  --= - -  -=.  m 
of 5 days either In a group or as an 
individual . . .  and Open House 
Canada will pay the fare. 
. • . :.; 
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[ Interpreting .Th e News J 
Scientists block 
research rules 
WASHINGTON (CP) --  A scientists' lobby won a major 
i~ victory over opponents of research in genetic engineering 
this week by convincing key congressmen that over-zealous 
~:~ government controls might block important advances. 
:'. The scientists convinced Senator Edward Kennedy 
i~ (Dem.-Mass.), who had been chief advocate of government 
controls, to withdraw support from his own bill which would 
: have required federal licensing of all laboratories involved 
~ in recombinant DNA research. 
i Meanwhile in the House of Representatives, thechairman 
of the commerce committee blocked a committee vote on 
: another bill to control the reenarcb, which involves com- 
~ bining the basic genetic building blocks with different 
": opec_ ies to create new life forms. 
?: The developments undoubtedly will result in increased 
: activity by these politicians and environmental groups who 
:i- want to stop the research, or at least impose strict limits on 
i/it. 
Opponents fear the DNA experiments might create new 
= diseases capable of destroying crops, animals and humans. 
:: They also raise thepessibftity that experimental material 
• might be use0 in a Dew form of germ warfare or be turned 
! into weapons by tdrrorists. 
: Scientists involved in the controversial research were the 
i first to raise such fears. As a result, they declared a 
i voluntary moratorium on such research until the National 
: Institutes of Health issued guidelines that now apply to all 
:researchers using U,S. government funds. 
i These guidelines say that DNA research must be carried 
!out in the most sterile of environments and require filtered 
!exhausts, epar,iteplnmbing and special waste treatment. 
: The congressional debate now centres on whether the 
! quidelines should be boradened toapply to privately-funded 
:research, including studies by drug and chmical firms. 
i Scientists opposed to government regulations ay that 
:overzealous controls would possibly inhibit major new 
developments in an area they regard as a scientific land- 
:mark as important as the start of the atomic age. 
i"They note that klth'ongh the research isonlyin its infancy, 
R already has resulted in tha creation of bacteria capable of 
producing an abundant supply of insulin which might he 
used to treat diabetics. 
A New York cancer institure also plans to begin ex- 
perimenting with the research in hopes of finding clues that 
might one day lead to a cancer cure. 
Other scientists say that the dangers of lethal life forms 
being created in the laboratory and possibly allowed to ~ 
escape into the environment are still hi~. They say the 
tightest forms of control are needed, noting that in many 
cases, it is impossible to predict he exact outcome of DNA 
experiments. 
Kennedy, who agrees that controls are needed, suggested 
that creation of a new commission to study the field would 
be preferable to imposing instituted guidelines now. 
Whoever makes the decision about he DNA research- 
members of Kennedy's proposed commission or 
congressmen- will have to resolve some extremely 
technical but vital questions. . 
The first problem will be determining the present and 
future capabilities of the research. Methods to prevent new 
germs from entering the environment and to prohibit 
abuses of the research also will be needed. 
In any case, the decision will have a major impact on the 
scientifie community and eventually, on the world. 
I 
STUDENTS ARRESTED 
SAO PAUL0 (Router) -- 
Military police arrested 176 
students Wednesday in a 
move to prevent anti- 
government dem- 
onstrations. About 5,00( 
armed pc lice and troops 
surrounded the state and 
Roman Catholic universities 
of Sao Paulo and thwarted 
the planned student rally, 
called as part of a campaign 
to demand the return of 
democracy to Brazil. 
SOVIETS WIN TO.UR. 
NAMENT 
PRAGUE (AP) -- Czech- 
oslovakia beat the Soviet 
Union 5-4 Wednesday night, 
but the Soviets won the Rude 
Pravo newspaper's hockey 
tournament on the strength 
of aggregate score. Cin- 
cinnati Stingers of the World 
Hockey Association, the 
third participating team, 
lost all their matches in the 
tournament. 
"You'll get a hot-dog when you go home and 
' put on s jacket and tie." 
Business potlight I I 
i ii f 
Diversifying pays for mining firm 
TORONTO (CP) -- A decision to 
diversify and an encounter with 
giant TexasGulf Inc. has made a 
winner out of Conwest Exploration 
CO. Ltd., a firm that grew out of the 
Cobalt, Ont., mining rush in the 
early 19OOs. 
Martin Philip Coanell, 36-year-old 
president of Conwast, said the 
company had to diversity to develop 
a cash flow and "to give a balance in 
the mix of our business." 
His grandfather, F. M. Connell, 
now 93, incorporated the company in 
1939 after taking part in the rich 
metal strikes at Cobalt. 
The company has interests in such 
resource fmms as Cassiar Asbestos 
Ltd., International Mogul Mines Ltd. 
and Chance Mining and Exploration 
Co. Ltd. 
"Mining exploration is a highrisk 
business which gives high rewards, 
if you are lucky," Couneli said in an 
interview. 
"But you are always playing long 
shots. Your chances are about 1,000- 
to-one. The Conwest directors have 
long felt there was a need to 
diversity ..." 
SETUP SUBSIDIARIES 
As a result, Conwest set up Con- 
sortina Inc., which was created to 
consolidate its interests in the Jarvis 
Hotel, a Toronto lounge, Riverside 
Lodge in Oskvilie, Ont., Ports of Call 
restourant here, and the Ascot Inn 
Hotel in nearby M~ssissaugs. 
Cos o( the four properties was 
about $6.5 million. About $2 million 
of that has gone into renovations of 
the Ports and Ascot Inn. 
Conned himself took over the 
Jarvis House which was a typical 
old-fashioned men's beer parlor 
before he changed it to a modern 
lounge. 
Otherwise, he said his role in the 
variety of interests Conwest now 
oversees is that of "an ad. 
rninistrator." 
MADE IMPRESSION 
The young Connell, however. 
made his biggest public impression 
in the encounter @ith Texasgulf. 
Texasguif bad been carrfmg out 
drilling around its big ore body near 
Timmins, Ont., when it encrouched 
on limits held by Chance Mining, in 
which Conwest holds a 5&per-cent 
interest. 
"Texasgtfif-- misinterpreted a stake 
line for an old concess|on li e in the 
survey and drilled 275 feet from 
where they were supposed to," said 
Connell. It was inside the basic 
Conwest holding. 
There are a number of versions of 
what happened and the fault in- 
voiced, ff any, by either company. 
"It was a perfectly innocent 
mistake by Texasgulf,'" said Con- 
--.nell. But he admits the mistake was- 
favorable to Conwest shareholders. 
Chance Mining. wound up making 
an agreement with Texasgulf to drill 
on 40 claims held by Chance in 
return for a 10-per-cent interest in 
profits resulting from the claims. 
Leonard Brett's work, Clouds, is one of the paintings 
on display until Oct. 11 in the Terrace Library arts 
room, downstairs in the library. The display is a 
coHectlon of works from the Vancouver Art Gallery 
which has supported many of the artists In exchange 
for a donation of their work. 
Media ignore world suffering 
MONTREAL (CP) -- The Ca- 
nadian news media are ignoring 
torture and human rights violallons 
in Argentina, Uruguay and Chile, 
preferring instead to dwell on 
domestic and constitutional 
problems, Marcel Pepin, president 
of the World Federation of Labor, 
said Monday. 
• The lack of media concern for 
such events makes no sense, Pepin 
told a news conference on his return 
from an eight-day visit to South 
America. 
"Thousands of workers are 
literally having their throats cut and 
no one here is aware of it," he said. 
"However, there are news agencies 
such as Prensa Latina which expose 
these tortures and follow the cases." 
Here, however, the media prefer 
"to talk about the constitution," he 
said. The constitution was important 
but not so important as many world 
events. 
"What we saw was horrible," he 
said. "'But what we heard from 
people in jail, from the wives of 
people who have been tortured or 
have disappeared, was worse." 
Thousands of union leaders are in 
jail in these regimes ruled by terror, 
said Pepin, former president of the 
Confederation of National Trade 
Unions. 
STORIES FIRST HAND 
Because his group represented an 
international organ|zation, "we still 
managed to meet a few hundred 
union leaders in these three coun- 
tries and we got their stories first 
hand." 
In Argentina, "we were given 
permission to visit two labor leaders 
m jail in La Plata, in the suburbs of 
Buenos Aires. They told us no 
Inquiry told 
charges had been laid against 
them." 
Prisoners told the delegation their 
heads had been submerged inwater 
to the point of suffocation while 
electric shocks were released in the 
water, Pepin said. 
In Cordoba, also in Argentina, he 
said he met 25 union leaders hortly 
before leaving the country. He 
learned the following day that three 
of them had been detained and 
questioned about he meeting. 
In another incident he heard 
about, a fisherman, who had noticed 
military helicopters flying over a 
lake, had to dive to the bottom of the 
lake to recover an outboard motor. 
There he discovered several bodies 
with their feet in cement blocks. The 
fisherman somehow died shortly 
after telling the story to others. 
Ruthless cvts revived BCR 
VANCOUVER. (CP) -- British 
Raft's chief solicitor and legal ad- 
viser told the British Columbia 
Railway inquiry Monday that his 
country's rail system was brought 
into the black by ruthless cuts in 
staff' and service. 
Evan Harding told the royal 
commission investigating the BCR 
that British Raft operates on strict 
commercial lines despite the fact it 
is governmentowned. 
In 1976, British Raft recorded an 
operating surplus before interest of 
about $24.6 million, compared with a 
loss the previous year of about $51 
million. 
To achieve the surplus, Harding 
said, the railway mcreased its 
passenger fares by 51 per cent, 
reduced its manpower by 8,080, 
abandoned unprofitable passenger 
lines and confined its freight ser- 
vices to shippers willing to enter into 
long-term contracts. 
"~f the public doesn't like the 
fares, they can vote with their feet 
and get into their motor cars," 
Harding said. "British Raft's idea is 
to operate as a business and to 
reduce ludicrous facilities." 
Harding appeared before the 
commission as part of a state 
railway symposium in which he and 
railway officials from Canada and 
" i atlon the U.S. discussed the partic p ' 
of the Crown as a shareholder" in 
railways. 
FREE JUDGMENT 
The symposium is intended to help 
the commission devise a framework 
within which the BCR can operate in 
" business accordance with good 
vractice" but "consonant with the 
~levelopment of the province." 
Commission counsel Martiv 
Taylor said the goal is to determine 
how the railway can be accountable 
to the government for expenditure of
public monies, yet remain free in 
matters of business judgment. 
The three-man commission under 
the chairmanship of Justice Lloyd 
McKenzie listened intently tq 
Harding's presentation, particularly 
his remarks in respect o British 
Raft's drastic cutbacks. 
The result of the reduced system, 
Harding agreed to questions from 
Taylor, is that much of Britain's 
freight is now transported by road. 
In 1954, 39 per cent of Britain's 
freight was shipped by rail and 37 
per cent by road, whereas the 
figures in 1974 were 65 per cent by 
los and a mere 17.5 per cent by 
raft. 
Prior to 1963, when its common 
carrier role required British Rail to 
quote public rates, the railway was 
obliged to carry anything from an 
elephant to a pencil, Harding said. 
Now the railway is able to "pick 
and choose" its freight and con- 
centrate on massive shipments ox 
goods uch as coal and cement, he 
said. 
As for its surplus manpower;' 
Harding went on, the raflway's work 
force was reduced from ~0,000 in 
1948 to its present otal of 220,000. 
H i~ wage bill 
spite the manpower reductions, 
which ~were achieved by 
technologic changes uch as the 
i ntroductioi ~f diesel locomotives 
and electronic signalling, British 
Rail's wage bill still represents 67 
per cent of its operating costs, 
Harding said. 
The t=aftway's three trade unions 
were  extremely co.operative il
agreelng to the manpower educ- 
tion, he added. 
Harding stressed that Britial 
Rallway's present relatively healthy 
state was not achieved overnight but 
was implemented in three stages 
over a period of some 15 years. 
The first period occurred between 
1962 and 1968, when the rallway's 
board received annual government 
grants totalling some $1,400 million 
to meet its deficits. 
In the second period, from 1968 to 
1974, all unremunerative passenger 
services were identified and the 
losses borne by the $overnment. 
Since 1975, the third period, the 
railway has received a fixed annual 
grant within which it is required to 
operate. 
MELTS GOALS 
Under the new agreement, which 
amounts to a .contract between 
British Raft and the government for 
~ ovision of rail passenger services, e railway in 1976 received a 
passenger grant of about $64, 
million. It delivered thePassenger 
service for about $574 million. 
Also under the agreement, the 
railway was required to contain the 
short-term grant for freigh 
operations within a limit of about 
$108 million. It delivered the freight 
service for about $63 million. 
• To achieve the financial goals, the 
railway is permitted to make its own 
decisions, unfettered by govern- 
ment~ on, the extent of its operations, 
Hard|ng said. 
It can openand close freight lines 
strictly on a commercial basis, 
without government consent, and it 
can argue a case of "hardship" and 
close down a passenger service. 
Harding said members of the 
raftway's board of directors are 
apl~inted for a five-year period by 
the Secretary of State for Transpor{, 
who chooses them from a short Ust 
prepared by his civil servants. 
[C P news features [ 
Arctic sailor 
plans more trips 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
What do you do for an en- 
core after you have been the 
first man to sail solo througn 
the Northwest Passage? 
Willi de Rooa, .54, says he 
might be able to retire anti 
do some sailing on the 
weekends, but there are a 
few things he has to clear up 
first. 
He still has to cross the 
North Pacific to Vancouver, 
spend "a couple of wee~ or 
a couple of months here 
writing his account of his 
voyage through the passage 
and then set out again xor 
Antarctica, where he will 
winter the rest of the year 
before striking out for 
Europe on the final leg of his 
circumnavigation of the 
Americas. 
De Roos gave an account 
of his future Rlans, and some 
of the details of his past 
voyage, in a telephone in- 
terview Monday night from 
the jetty he is docked at in 
the small Alaskan outspoat 
of Dutch Harbor in the 
Aleutian Islands. 
Sunday night was the first 
prolonged sleep he had had 
m four days, he said. 
"I have recovered 
• " e already, I think, a lot, d 
Roes said. You can't get 
rested in one night, but I feel 
in top condition. I think I will 
perhaps tay here one more 
day and then head for 
Vancouver." 
He estimated that would 
take approximately 15 days 
sailing straight across the' 
North Pacific, which is a 
shorter oute than it would 
be to hug the Alaskan and 
British Columbia coastlines 
LAND DANGEROUS 
"I could do the Inside Pas- 
sage route because it is 
usually calm mere," he 
said.."But I do not.like being 
so cluse m me snore. #'or 
me, the land is the danger. 
The sea is not dangerous; I 
feel safe in the deep, open 
water. The land m dan- 
gerons..." Once here, he 
said, he'H visit with his wife 
and three daughters who are 
flying in from Belgium to 
meet him. 
After some rest and 
recuperation, he said, he'll 
set df  alone again in his 42- 
foot ketch Williwaw to 
Antarctica. 
De Roos said he was going 
to take it easy in Dutch 
Harbor for another day. 
"It's just good to be 
around people for a change; 
it's a grea{feeling to know 
you're not really alone," he 
said. 
De Roos had stretched his 
,endurance tothe limit when 
he reached Dutch Harbor 
Sunday. 
"A few days ago, I want o 
iseep and let the boat sail 
itself, and I woke up to find a 
fishing fleet all around me," 
he said. So I stayed on guard 
and kept my concentration 
for four days so I could sail 
into Dutch Harbor without 
any more mishaps." 
Stop Nazis, asks 
former prisoner 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- A 
University of British 
Columbia assoc ia te  
professor who was a 
prisoner in Auschwitz 
concentration camp has 
appealed to. Unite~..:.States. 
l -esident Jimfi y g aYtw to 
help stop public meetings m 
former members of SS- 
.Divisions in West Germany. 
Dr. Rudolf Vrba of the de- 
partment of pharmacology 
said in a letter to Carter, a 
copy of which was sent to 
Prime Minister Pierre 
Elliott Trndesu, that he has 
learned from reliable 
sources a number of public 
and other meetings are 
scheduled between Sept. 24 
and Oct. 31. 
He said the SS-Unlt 
meetings include SS-Panzer 
Division "Das Reich", SS- 
Body Guard Division "Adolf 
Hittler", and the 4th SS- 
Police Division. 
"Ithas been declared by 
the Nuremburg Tribunal in 
1945 that (with the exception 
of the SS-Cavalry) all units 
of SS, including the so-called 
Waffen-SS, are criminal 
organizations," Vrha wrote. 
"Therefore, the car~. and 
fostering of the traditions of 
these SS:Unita amounts to 
thr promotion of criminal 
organizations. 
"Under the despotic and 
tyrannical and national- 
socialist rule in Germany, 
the SS and also the Zaffen- 
.SS did consider it as their 
task to annihilate the racial 
minorities and they did all 
they could do towards this 
ena. 
He said the nursing and 
fostering of SS-traditions is 
not only criminal, but it is 
also a dangerous example 
for the young and unin- 
formed people in Germany 
today. 
Vrba has received a letter 
from the office of the prime 
minister in Ottawa which 
said his protest has been 
brought o the attention of  
the secretary of state for 
external affairs. 
Trapper sues 
gov't as hobby 
appeal won't be that ~ 
nar row.  
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Dogteam Bill Smith, a 
Yukon muskrat trapper 
whose hobby is string the 
federal government, lost 
another court case last 
week, but it won't be the end 
of his campaign against he 
constitution. 
Dogteam Bill, 56, who 
lives with his Indian wife in 
a tent cabin near Old Crow, 
Yukon, was sentenced in 
absentia to pa~, a$400 fine or 
serve 30 days,m jail after he 
stomped out of a 
magistrate's court that 
found him guilty of illegally 
trying to sell a bearsk~. 
But the case won't stop 
there. 
"I'll risk the 30 fdaa~s injail 
if in the end I to he 
sustained by the higher 
court," Dogteam Bill said 
Monday in a telephone in- 
terview. 
He said he killed the bear 
to protect his winter food 
cache and said he had no 
idea that a permit for sale of 
a bearskin is required from 
the territorial game branch. 
But the grounds for his 
After he pleaded not guilty 
to the charge April 27, Smith 
raised such issues as terms 
of the original Hudson's Bay 
Company charter and the 
1763 Treaty of Paris. He 
contended that the Yukon 
was never Properly ceded to 
Canada and, therefore, no 
u.~.e has the right to try 
Magistrate William. 
Pearce retreated to 
Whitehorse to study the 
British North America Act, . 
then returned and overruled 
Smith's objections. When 
Pearce said the trial should 
~o o on, Dogteam Bill headed 
r the door, hollering "rank 
chicanery." 
He has launched a court 
action to overturn the 
magistrate's ruling, one of 
about a dozen actions he has 
oing in Whitehorse, 
ncouver and Ottawa. 
He's not upset o have one 
more. In fact, he versonally 
thanked the RCMP officer 
who charged him, saying it 
gave him one more forum 
for his constitutional at- 
tacks. 
Puncherwill fall; 
Ali wants, to win it 
combinations or footwork. 
Those weapons have faded 
with age and constant 
combat. 
What remains  intact 
through Ali's 17-year pro 
career and 56 fights is his 
determination to retire as 
world heavyweight 
champion. "Not even with 
bexing's hardest punch will 
Shavers find a counter. 
weapon to Ali's courage or 
willpower. 
In Ali's last serious title 
defence--almost a year al~o 
against Ken Norton m 
Yankee Stadium--Norton 
found himself with a chance 
NEW YORK (AP) -- 
Muhammad All admits he is 
not the fighter he once was, 
and obviously ~arnie 
Shavers will try to cash in on 
that fact Thursday night 
when Ali defends his' 
heavyweight title at 
Madison Square Garden. 
• But Shavers will find--as 
the Shavers of the boxing 
world have discovered 19 
times already--that All is 
not disposed to yield the title 
yet. 
Shavers will find the 
eatest stumbling block in 
path to the title ,is not 
Ali's left jab, ,his quick 
--.Terrace court proceedings 
On the docket 
Two Stewart men alP 
peared in Terrace 
govincial court yesterday 
face charges of possiesion 
of marijuana after the 
crown alleged that 44 
pounds of' the narcotic was 
~ound in their home. 
Larry Haflchuck and 
Charles Blaschuk pleaded 
not guilty to the charge and 
eleck, d to be heard before a 
magistrate without a jury. 
Court was told that a 
search warrent had been 
obtained by police after 
receiving information that 
there were drugs at the 
residence of the two men. 
The search revealed a 
"large quantity" of 
marijuana, approximately 
44 pounds, the cir- 
cumstences read. 
Defense counsel Tom 
Bishop said the figure of 44 
pounds was not correct 
because stems and stalks, 
which are not a narcotic, 
were included in weight. 
Hafichuck and Blaschuk 
were released on bail and 
will appear in Stewart court 
on November 28. 
Douglas Evans was given 
six*' days  in  ja i l  *for 
possession of two sugar 
cubes of LSD on July 15. 
Court was told Evans had" 
a record of previous nar- 
cotic convictions and Judge 
Selwyn Romilly suggesteda 
period of incarceration for 
this offense. 
Rena Parker pleaded 
qullty to 17 counts of forging 
unemployment insurance 
cheques during a period 
between April, 1975 and 
January, 1976. 
Value of the cheques was 
approximately $3,600. 
Judge Romiliy ordered a 
psychiatric examination 
and a presentence report 
and adjourned the matter to 
November 9. 
Laura Watson and TrAsh 
Webb were given con-  
ditional discharges for 
breaking and entering on 
August 1. 
Crown Counsel Doug 
Lalfyard said the two had 
stated the incident was 
"done as a lark" and hd no 
previous experience with" 
the law. 
Judge Romilly warned the 
two they were "playing with 
fwe" and they were placed 
on six months probation 
which inlcluded performing 
100 hours of community 
work service. 
Paul Rouss was fined $75 
for possession of stolen 
property after he was found 
to have a stolen tape deck 
and tapes in his car on June 
• ll in Penticton. 
Michael Wagner was 
charged with p~sission of 
jalcohol while under the legal 
drinking age on September 
17.He was freed $I0. 
Gregg Goddard was fined 
a total of $30 for being in a 
liquor establishment while 
underage and possession of 
alcohol on September 24. 
FolloWing persons •were 
convicted of dri~,ing with a 
blood alcohol evel ih excess 
of .08: 
Hector St. Laurent on May 
1 near Fort McMurray; 
readings of .21 and .2; fined 
~2,000 also driving with no 
license on the same oc- 
casion; fined $150 and six 
months probation. 
Andrew Teseier on Sep- 
tember 8; readings.of .11; 14 
days in Terrace correctional 
centre. 
Buddy • Williams on 
September 9;readings of .21 
and .2; fined $300. 
Victor Delange on Sep- 
tember 18; readings ,of .19; 
fined $3o0. 
Rejeen Msgeau on Sep 
tember 17; readings of .18 
and .16; fined $300, six 
months probation. 
to become champion. All he 
had to do was throw punches 
in the last 30 seconds of the 
15th round. 
ALl PROVED POINT 
He didn't; All did. In 30 
seconds of exhaustion, All 
~roved he was a champion; 
orton proved he was not. 
"Retiring champion-- 
with my title--means more 
to me than having $20 
million and not having the 
title," says the 35-yearold 
All. 
"I could never forget it if I 
lost the title and then retired 
... like Joe Frazier, like 
George Foreman., It stays 
with you forever, and it does 
something to you, right 
here," Ali said, touching his 
fist to his chest. "It eats you up." 
Ali concedes that Shavers' 
only chance is his 
devastating punching 
power. In S4 victories, 
Shavers has knocked out 52 
opponents, the highest 
knockout percentage ofany 
heavyweight in history. He 
kayoed Jimmy Young m one 
round and Jimmy Ellis in 
three rounds in, 1973, and 
last April he knocked out 
Howard Smith in two 
rounds. 
"His best shot is to knock 
me out before he gets tired," 
says All, "and that's seven 
rotmds. 
"If he's as slow as he 
looks, as shiftless as he 
looks," says Ali, "I won't 
have to dance, just move 
back and forth a little bit." 
VICTIM OF KNOCKOUTS 
Alon~. with packing a 
dynamite punch, Shavers 
also packs a glass jaw. 
Three of Shavers~ five losses 
have been by knockout-- 
Run Stander in five rounds, 
Jerry Quarry in one and Ron 
Lyle in six. 
All three probably swung 
with more authority than Ali 
does now, but Shavers will 
go down from a combination 
of fatigue and accumulative 
punches. Only seven .times 
m 60 fights has Shavers gone 
10 rounds, never longer. In 
his pro career, he has fought 
less than 199rounds. Forty- 
eight of his knockouts have 
come in five rounds or less, 
and he has scored 19 one- 
round knockouts. 
All has been knocked 
down only four times in his 
career, and he has gotten up 
each time. The first two 
knockdowns were by Sonny 
Banks in 1962 and Henry 
Cooper in 1963. Ali wound up 
knocking out both of those 
fighters. 
All also was knocked own 
b~. Frazier, also a heavy 
hitter, and Chuck Wepner, 
by a fluke punch that landed 
while Wepner was standing 
on Ali's foot. 
Ali has predicted 
knockouts between rounds 
four and seven. Shavers 
thinks he can take out Ali in 
seven. 
LiNK 
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bring you 
- [ T.V. GUIDE 
ALL LISTINGS SUBJECT TO OHAffGE WITHOUT NOTIOE 
5p.m. to midnight 
BCTV (CTV) 9 KCTS 9 KIRO 
(PBS) (CBS) 
Emergency Mister 
Emergency Rogers 
Emergeni:y Electric 
Emergency Company 
News Zoom 
News Zoom 
News Once Upon 
News A Classic 
Funny Farm MacNell. 
Funny Farm Lehrer 
Wonder Woman Wodehouse 
Wonder Woman Playhouse 
~t '  Upstairs 
:ont' Downstairs 
Fish Coot' 
Fish Coot' 
Carter Movlee 
Country "Rules of 
CTV Reports the _GJme" 
CTV Reports Cent 
Logans Run Cont 
L~gans.Run Cent 
Logans Run Wings and 
Logans Run Things 
CTV News Woman 
.News Womq~ 
Hour / 
Final 
i 
The Late Show: 
~;Once an Eagle" 
Part 7 
Cent 
Jean Cannem 
Show 
. Definition 
Definition 
First 
Impressions 
Hot 
Hands 
Noon 
News 
Movie 
Matinee: 
"McMIIland And 
Wife" Blues for 
Sally M" 
Cont 
Another 
World 
-~(n~her 
World 
Alan Hamel 
Show 
Nan Hamel 
Show 
Late Movie 
"El Cbndor" 
Jim Brown 
Lee Van Cleef 
co, t 
Cont 
lOa.m, to 
Electric 
Company 
Two Cents 
Worth 
Art 
Cart 
Mulligan 
Stew 
Electric ' 
Company 
Inside.Out 
Book Look 
& Listen 
The Music Place 
Measure 
up 
Bread and 
Butterflies 
Making 
Music 
Nlne's 
Journal 
Speekout 
Speekout 
Sesame 
Street 
Sesame 
Street 
FRAN'S 
OERAMIOS,,, 
...are happy to announoe the arrival Of AMERIOAN BEAUTY 
stains, glazes & brushes 
20% OFF all finished HANDCRAFTED adioleo, exoelient 
for Christmas or all ocoasion gifts. 
IN STOOK 
A good variety of GREENWARE to ohoooe from. 
WORKSHOPS starting in Ootober, So DROP IN or 
OALL FRAN 
4842 Lazelle Ave.  638-1078 
FEATURING THIS W/EEK 
Steam Cleaners... 
o :i'~, 
%, 
fF. RENTALS 
"~t l l  
$15.00 - 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. or 5 p.m. - 9 a.m. 
(cleaner optional) 
WEEKENDS $30.00 Sat. 6:30 p.m. -Tues. 9 aa 
(share it with your friends) 
E , GORDON & AND RSON 
\ -,,,, LTi). 
Store Hours: Tues, to Sat. O a.nl. to 6'.30 psm. Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
i 
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Jays give credit where S ort Violence pays 
ii it's due.., p S at box office 
. BANFF, Alta. (CP) --The organized hockey during the 
BOSTON (AP) -- A sports against Kansas City for the and they give credit to the Zimmer said. "We're not loss of eyes is too'high a 1976-77 season. 
~vriter picked up the second year in a row. Yankees, their traditional giving up until we're . . . .  price for Canadian Society at large'has to 
itelephone in manager Don Despite the news of the rival, mathematl-eallyeliminated, . . . . . . . .  V ' L '  cnnn" :c"  , . v . .  
a, the , . ,   o,k v ioor ,  ,, - -  , , . k  , ,  
~nd of the Boston Red Sox' Sox held heads high. They "You can't say enough Actually, I don't care what Russell, an auoclam ~y- violence are acceptable in 
~lubhouse, made a call and feel the.v've done a good |ob. about the Yankees," happens the next few days. chology professor at the sports, he said. 
.~Jayed the bad news. - "Sure, l'd like to win this University of Lethbddge, A colleague, Robert' Arm- 
::The'New York Yankees thLgg_, but I'm very happy v  "ennan ÷ I J lt~/~;#'~ saidWedimsday, s, saidvtoIen©eisabtgbox 
.:had just pulled another w h i l e  ea ,~n,~L~l [  ~ and plossed with this b/dl He made the comment office attraction in sports. 
ninth inning rally for a 2-1 club. I can't say enough while releasing a study on "Sports is reflecting 
victory over Cleveland o • • about he men out there in violence in sports to the what's going on in modem 
Indians Tuesday night, ~t~ the clubhouse. They've NEW YORK (AP) -- New would give the crown to the ninth Canadian psycho- society/' Arms said. 
a few minutes after the S o x  t h r e e  t o  t w o  bounced backallyearlong York Yankees clinched atie Yankees. Sox had completed a and they're still fighting." for the American League Don Gullett, 14-4, coasted motor learning and sports Arms said psychologists 
symposium at this Rocky make a distinction between 'doubleheader sweep with 6-5 "Nobody on this club has East title Wednesday night, behind the heavy Yankees Mountain resort corn- competiUveness--the urge 
and 5-1 victories over - an~ reason to look down," ridin$ Reggie Jackson's attack. He allowed five hits mtmity, to win-- and 
Toronto Blue Jays. stud 38-year-old Carl first-tuning grand slam over seven innings before Russell said about 37 aggressiveness, which he 
"You've gotta give the BOSTON (AP) -- Light- scoring Nol;dbrook. Yastrzemski after reaching home run and three other Ken Clay finished, youngsters were blinded in described as the tendency to 
Yankees credit," Zimmer hittin~ Tim Nordbmok got a Roy Howell drilled his the 100 mark in runs batted homers to a 10-0 romp over New York stared fast, 
said. "They're doing it all gift tnple and scored the tie- 10th omer of the season and in for the fffth time in his 17 Cleveland Indians. '~ loading the bases against one eye while playing harm someone lse. 
and just keep on winning, breaking run on. Bob loser A1 Fitzmorris, 6-10, in 
Here we have a 20-7 record Bailor's infield hit in the 
o '¢e '# 'e 'o 'e 'e  • e 'o 'e 'e 'o '#~'e '¢  e 'e 'e 'o 'o 'o 'o 'e ' r  r o 'e 'e 'o 'e 'e ' r  o 'e  • • • • # • • • • • • • • .  • • • • * %%%. ' .%%' -e 'o '¢e 'e 'o '%e 
helped set up Toronto's seasons with Boston. Graig Nettles, Mickey ..~-'.' .~:~z._ 
°ther run with a single as "l 'w°n't mind l°sing a Rivers and Thurman the first °n an err°r' a ii~ ~,~, ,  g & J  ~ / ~ ,  ~ 
this month andwe can't pick seventh inning Wednesday the Blue Jays snapped pennantlike this because we Munson also homered for fielder's choice and Mun- :i~ 
uP any ground." night as Toronto Blue Jays Boston's five-game whining didn't lose it. The other the Yankees, who reduced son's bunt single. Then 
i With the swee~, the Red edged Boston Red Sox 3-2 in streak, team won it. That's it. We their magic number for Jackson unloaded them,. 
an American League Right-hander Pete just haveto take our hats off wrapping up a ~econd ripping his 32rid home run 
SoxmovedtowRhin three baseballgame. Vuckovich replaced starter to the Yankees. They've straight divison title to one. into thelower stands in right i!i AgT0  ______~ P laTS '&  T IRES  
games of New York in the The loss dealt a crippling Jesse Jefferson in the done what they had to do to One more New York victory field. One out later, Nettles 
reached the same secti°n ~i American League East. blow to the Red Sox faint second inning and held the be ahead of us." in its remaining four games with his 37th ho er of the W|NT[R TJ[P~$ However, the Yankees have pennant hopes. Red Sox to seven hits and "The Yankees have 
a bigthree-gamebulgein Nordbrook, whoentered two runstherestoftheway played some kind of Expos year. ~ii 
the loss column and their the game with a .181 in levelling his record at 7-7. baseball," said ace reliever Then, in the fourth, Bucky ~781[|4 $~L0S 
magic number is three to average, hit a 300-foot pop Southpaw Bill Lee, 9-$, was Bill Campbell, who set a Dent singled with two out II • ~'~81[|6 ~[ [  
clinch the division title, fly which landed down the the loser in go ing  the Boston club record with his and Rivers hit ~ 12th ~: . .~ 
Any combination ofthree right field line, just beyond distance for the Red Sox. 30th and 31st saves of the homer. - i~i I§Z12 wi,der radl|[$ ~1.8[J 
New York victories and Jim Rice's reach, to start Carl Yastrzemski scored year in the doubleheader, win  ~ ~, ,~,  ~ 
Bostonlosses, with just five the seventh inning. Gary both Boston runs, thesecond "We could win 100 games lmd three hits, oPenedwith z :.~ 
games left in the 162-game Woods grounded out, but after he led off the sixth with and still not win this thing. I on ran. "jL'['3 his18th omer, adrivewell ~ M|I I ,  Mot .  ~ ' |~|AL~ , ~ 
regular season, will send the Bailor got a scratch hit his 28th homer, a shot into think that says something beyond the 387-foot sign ip $..: i~ 
Yankees into the playoffs against the drawn-in infield, the centrefield bleachers. ,about he competition.", left field. Chris Cimmbl~s ~:.~ 4908 Hwy. 16 W. !~ 
: • then singled and scoz~l/on i.:.:~. (across .~om Pohle Lumber) 6~.e4N i~ 
~ ST. LOUIS (AP) --  Chris Nettles' double. . ~ . . ; ; : i ~  
Watching Yanks win it all Speier's two-run double :" highlighted a three-run rally 
: in-the eighth inning that sent 
~i Montreal Expos to a 4-2 New Business's Sox wil l  never  make  it now triumph over St. Louis 
:~ Cardinals in a National Not listed in our League baseball game 
13y THE ASSOCIATED games. But, with just five The Red Sox, who have set Yastrzemsk~_ collected his Wednesday ngiht. 8 
PRESS games remaining on the all kinds of_ [~ersonal and 100th RBI of the year in.the Singles by Larry Parrish ~ re  B,0. lrd Dir or . 
:=Boston Red. Sox are schedule, the Yankees team records this season nightcap, joih[_ng Butc~ and Dave Cash preceded 
hi, ginning tc realize that no magic number for clinching andmightwinl00gamesyet Hobs0iiandJhiiRice~tl~at Speier's decisive blow at the 
matter what they do, it'snot the East dropped to three, finish third in their division, club. And Rice,~with two expense of Cardinal rookie [ ,  u . ,m.  = m.aa  
going to be enough, haven't exactly conceded safeties in the secondgame, right-hander John Urrea, 7- " - - 
-.The Red Sox swept '~Nobody onthis club has the pennant o New York. became the first Red Sox' 6. It was Parrish's second V| I [ J [~|  Nr~TS= (~8- |1~8 
Toronto Blue Jays 6-5 and 5- any reason to look down," But they are generous in player in 30 years to get ZOO hit of the game. ~ ! T |RRA~| 0[L |U[~[[|[[ S |RV|~|S= ~5.4~'~ 
1 -Tuesday night but gained said Red Sox veteran Carl praising the Yankees. hits in a season. Montreal right-hander Fm-foroNF.mmth(~urtHyofll~eOAILYH~RALO 
little ground and lost Yastrzemski. "We've hada Inother American League Steve Rogers, 17-15, went 
precious time in the great September (20-7)and "The Yankees have action, Baltimore Orioles the distance on a seven-. 
American League East the Yankees. just had a played some kind of stayed alive in the Eastern hitter. Both St. Louis runs - | r  bN$|fle$$ [}hue  
peanant race. While Boston better one. {mseball," said ace reliever Division race with a 6-1 scored in the first inning on listed for ]roar eustomors Ploaso @al! 636-6|§7 
w~is taking Toronto twice, tiillCampbeli, who collected triumph over Detroit Ted Simmons' one-out ...... 
the division-leading Ne~ "I wouldn't mind losing a say ,  in both ~ames and has Tigers, Chicago White Sox single. 
Y°rk Yankees w°n their pennant like this because we a leagae'leading 31f°r the beat Minnes°ta Twins 8"6' ~ ~ '~~1 , ~N~-"/ ~ i ~  / /~1 I";Y : ~ 
fifth straight game with a 2- didn't loseit, the other team season. "We can win 100 Milwaukee Brewers topped 
1 victory over Cleveland In- is winning it. Wejusthave to games"--they have 95 California Angels 7-5, and 
d/anN. Boston picked up a take our hats off to the victories -- "and still not' Oakland A s ~ swept a. .~  r ~ . . . . . . .  .,,~,, ~.~ ....... ~ . .  ~ . . . . .  
ha lfgame on New York, Yankees. They've done win this thing. That says doubleheader from Kansas . . . .  
which leads the second- what they had to do to be something about the CtiyRoyals, 4-2 in 15 innings 
place Red Sox by three ahead of us." competition." and3-2. ~ ~. "x~'% ) -- ..~% ~e ~ 
JOIN THE C"} 
PAYROLL SAVINGS PLAN 
" NOW 
~.f'% __  
It's time again! And this time, it's Compound Interest Bonds are ~"; '~ '~ 
even better. Because starting this year, available in denominations of $100, ~ ~ ~ l j ~  ~' - -  
you can buy the new Compound $300, $500, $1,000 and $5,000. 
Interest Bond on the Payroll Savings Once full,/paid for, Compound 
Plan. After the first year, you will earn Interest Bonds may be exchanged for 
interest on your interest. Regular Interest Bonds (starting at 
Millions of Canadians have $300) which pay annual interest on C~"~d 
discovered that the Payroll Savings Nov. 1 by cheque or direct deposit nto V Plan is a great way to save your savings or chequing account. 
systematically. It's easy, It's This can be arranged wherever you f r .~  
convenient. And now, with the new bank or invest. 
Compound Interest Bond, your Compound Interest Bonds are 
savings will continue to grow instant cash at ~iny time. Upon 
aut o maticall TH~ y, year a ~[~W fte r yea r. regular  de compound rapt io , an ualinterest you will int rest earned, replus c ive all all ~ ' . . ~ ~  r - - )  
COMPOUND INTEREST 
BOND A GOOD R'rnJRN ' ~ ]  
New Canada Savings Bonds are 
The Compound Interest Bond on dated Nov. I, 1977 and yield an 
the Payroll Savings Plan is specifically average annual interest of 8.06% when 
designed to meet your savings goals, held to maturity. Each new.bond ~ 
This new bond re-invese~ your interest begins with 7% interest the first ,/ear ,~o 
automatically atthe guaranteed and earns 8.25% interest for each of be, { 
annual rate of 8.06%. Here's how the the remaimng 8 years. 
value of a $ 100 Compound Interest ,oh 
.%1"."  
~,,,~a ~,,,,..~: SIGN UP TODAY ! .,~ 
Nov. l Value Nov. I Value .,',~ : 
1978 $107.00 1983 $158,78 Don't miss out. Takethis 
1979 $115.81 1984 $171.77 opportunity to buy the new 
1980 $125.34 1985 $185.81 C.ompound lnterest Bond on the 
1981 $135.63 1986 $200.97 PayrolISavings Plan. 
1982 $146.76 Sign up today and watch your 
savings grow. 
SAVINGS BONDS Whisper sweetnothinssinto charge23¢ per call). her ear for practically nothing. So cuddle up on the phone 
Because B.C.Ters long distance this weekend. 
weekend rates let you dial direct And engage in some 
(112) to most places in British sparkling 
Columbia" between 5 p.m. Friday conversation. 
and 5 p.m. Sunday for just 35¢ 
or  less per minute (minimum ~ B.C.. TEL 
' Rate does not apply on calls from the OK Tel area, coin tel, motel, hotel end to some Northern points not served by B.C. Tel, 
r LOOKING 
FOR A JOB, 
FOR 
I 
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THE ~;d ,  3212 Kalum $~,~ 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-6357.Terreca 
Subscription'rates: Single Copy 
20 oentI. Monthly by cerrler 
Three Dollars ($2.00). 
Yearly by mall In Canada 
$40.00. Senior Citlzeni $20.00 
per year. 
Yearly by moll outIIde Canada 
151.00. 
Authorized as second class mall 
by the Post Office Department, 
Oltawa end for payment of  
postage In cash. 
Classifieds due 24 hours prior to 
desired day of publication. $2.00 
for firm 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
¢laeslfled ads. 
1. Coming Events 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
11120, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2rid and 4th Thur. 
sdey every month at g p.m. 
Phone 635.6641. (ctf) 
INCHESAWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 0 
In the Skoena Health Unit. For 
more Information phone 635- 
21M7 or 635-3023. 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1M Wednesdayof each 
month at 8 p.m. In the laming 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further Information phone 635- 
3442 . 
Meeting - Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). FIrM and ThIN 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple) • 
Second and F0urth'Monday of 
Month. 
Weight Watchers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox Unhed Church Hell, 4907 
Lazalle Avenue. 
The Catholic Womens League 
will hold tbalr Annual Fall Tea 
end Bazzeor on Sat. Oct. 291h at 
file Verltos Audl~rlum. 
CTF 
Ca.di., 
meet every Tugs'day at Thorhlli 
Elementary School 7:00 p.m. 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thorhlll.. Further 
Intormatlen call 635.5486, or 635- 
7425. 
A, spaclel general messing of 
the Sksena Valley Golf and 
Country Club membership Is 
called for Tuesddy October 4th., 
at $:00 p.m. In the Clubhouse. 
This concerns your Funding 
Committee reports, recom. 
mend ntlens, discussion of 
C~neral Meeting for election of 
new Officers and Interim 
Operation of the Club. It Is 
vltelly Important you ahend.(p. 
Oct.4) 
The Tamltlk Women's 
Association will hold their 
annual general meeting on 
Thursday, September 29, at 6 
p.m. In the Kitl~at Women's 
Centre In the Nechako Centre. 
Dance 
By the Terrace Minus One Club. 
sat. Oct. 1M 9 P.M. In the 
sandman Inn. All single , 
divorced, separated or widowed 
parsons 25 years and older are 
welcome. 
' For Further Information 
F.'hone 635-2094 or 635.9649.)C.16.. 
ATeaand Bazaar will be held in 
Knox United Church on Sat. 
Dec. 3 from 2 te 4:30 P.M. 
Sept. 27 to Oct. 11. exhibition of 
art selected for Office display in 
Terr~Bce Library Arts Room. 
Oct. 4 . 8:00 p.m. general 
moating of the Terrace Art 
Association. New comers 
welcome. Library Arts Room. 
~'he Indep-~dent Orcier o'--f 
Foresters are having a Tea.~ & 
Bazaar at the Elks Hall on 
Oct.15 from 1.4 p.m. 
Homemade items, baking and 
much more. 
The I.O.F. regulm: meotlngs.3rd 
Saturday of each month at the 
Slumber Lodge at 6 p.m. 
Religious Education Classes 
are being held at Sacred Heart 
Perish for children from kin. 
dergarten to grade 9 Inclusive. 
Classes Sunday mornings 9 a.m. 
• 10 a.m. at Verltes School. The 
last day for registration for 
these classes will be Sunday 
October 2nd. 
Contact SIMer Joseph Mary 
Offlca: 635.9475 
Convent: 63S.54,1S. (p.17.21) 
HOUSE PLANT SALE: Sat. 
Oct. IM 10 a.m. • 2 p.m., 4912 
Perk Ave. 
Variety of Houseplants. 
Proceeds to Terrace Child 
. Development Centre. For 
D~etlons or Information phone 
635-5650. (c.Oct. 1.77) 
1. Coming Events 
I 
T~race C;-,,~;s Club Is looking, 
for new players. Everybody, 
Including beginners, are 
welcome to attend. 
Games and InMructlon ere 
every Wednel~lay M 7:00 p.m. 
at the Terrace Swimming Pool 
Board Room. For Information 
Phone Joe at 635.5419 (cff) 
6. Deaths 
Samuel Haudenschlld for- 
merly of Terrace and Prince 
Rupert, palled away Sept. 11, 
1977 in Vernon B.C. where he 
WaS L a resident for 4 years. 
He Is survived by his loving 
wife Helen, two sons, Robert of 
St. Albert; Donald of Cran. 
brook; Betty McBryan of 
Terrace; Dorothy Weiss of 
Kamloops. Also nine grand- 
children, end nine greet. 
grandchildren. 
• Funeral servlcee were held 
from MacKay's Funeral Chapel 
In Terrace, on Friday Sept. 16, 
1977 at 2:00 p.m. Rev. David 
Martin oftlcletlng. 
Burial was held In the family 
plot in the old Kltsumgallum 
Cemetery. (p.20) 
14. Business Personal 
Webb Re loratiH 
4623 SOUCIE 635-2188 
O 
Authorized 
Service DO~ 
Repalrsto Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
(cff) 
E.W. Landscaping 
BOx 454, Tetras, B.C. 
Specializing In Lands, Trees, 
Shrubs, etc. Complete T ree  
Care - Insect & Erosion Conh'oh 
Fencing & Contract Basting 
£154m 
EUGEN WOESTE 
(c_.20,tlLn end:ot sept.) : 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgoratlve Contracting and 
household repairs. Phone 635- 
14 or 438-1231. (ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD 
Class A Electrical Contracting. 
Free Eslmates. Phone 635.5gN 
or 631-12SI. (ctf) 
Golden Rule: Odd lobs for the 
Jobless. Phone 635.4535. 3238 
Kstum. (ctf) 
Reflexology by Pearl, Call 635- 
3854. (p-18.21 F-7,14,21,28) 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
Ilcenca and police permit 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi - 635.2242 (ctf) 
ASTROLOGY 
teglMor now for beginners 
& Advanced evening classes. 
For more Information or can. 
sultatlons. Phone 635.2390. 
(Evenings) : 
P.16-5) 
19. Help Wanted 
Dairy Queen requires mature 
person for night shift. Apply In 
parson between zoo. 4:oo p.m. 
at 4532 Lakelse Avenue. (c.19. 
21) 
24. Situations Wanted 
Will babysit In my home area en 
Straume Ave. Phone 630.1569. 
17-21) 
32'. Bicycles,. Motorcycles 
1976- 125CC Suzuki. Low 
mileage, excellent condition, on 
road.off road. Best offer. 
Phone 635-3814. (p-20,21) 
33. For Sale - Misc. 
For Sale: Gold nuggets at 10c, 
25c, 50c sin. order $5.00. All 
orders C.O.D. Complete 
satisfaction or money refunded. 
Wm. W. Lerkln,:canyon View, 
Placer Mine, Rock Creek,' B.C. 
(c-7.21) ' 
Hunter Special • 6 ft. Cam. 
perette with boat rack. also 12 
year old Mare Pony. Phone 635. 
7521. (p-20.3) 
Storage space available for. 
campers, beats, vehicles, etc. - 
Limited space left. Call 635.4328 
for q~t~..(ctf-m en.d th2,_, 
New hey for sale: R. Perry, 
Woodcock, B.C. Mailing ad. 
dress: Box 99, Kltwanga. 
Phone 112.849.5404 (p- 
22,5,10,W,20,5,10,15,20) 
33. For Sale - Misc. 48. Suites for Rent 
1 year old sow and welner pigs 
for sale. Phone 535.3265. (c-19- 
21) 
Antique table and 6 chairs. 
Antlquedresser. Offers. Phone 
635,5068. (p.20-21) 
Couch and Chair for sale. In 
excellent condition. Phone 635. 
5628. (p-19-2) 
Singer Straight.Sew sewing 
machine In cabinet. Set of 
electric hair rollers. Ski boots, 
size 9. Phone 635-2496 (c:20,21) 
For Sale: 3 Chrome chairs, 
Carlboo hide, tanned with fur 
on. Coffee table (walnut}, 
Large brass stand on rollers for 
records. New winter coat size 
14 - Brown fur with white trim 
cuffs, collar, and skirt. 
Sacrifice price. Phone 635-3181 
(p-20,21) 
Girl's white figure skates. Sizes 
5 and 6 or will swap for a size 7. 
Also a baby's stroller with 
canopy. Phone 635.7074. (p-20) 
Firewood for sale: Very 
reasonable price. Phone 635- 
2605 (c-20,21) 
41. Machinery for Sale 
1.070 Sthlll Chain Saw. $150.00 
Call 635.$992 after 6:00 p.m. (p- 
19,20) 
WRECKING HD5B TRACTOR: 
evelngs. 845.5638 (p.19,20,21) 
43. Rooms for Rent 
Room for rent for single sen. 
timer in the ben'ch area. With 
kitchen and living roan 
facilities. Phone 635.3971 CTF 
I 
Olinton Manor I 
Furnished or unfumlshed studio l
or 1 bedroom apartments, m 
Security enterphone. Sauna. I
635-4261 I 
._  ! 
49. Homes for Sale 
Four bedroom house with" un- 
finished basement on 5 acres of 
land. Across from N.W.C.C. 
also work shop 60' x 40' wide end 
20" high. On 12.5 acres, Y~ mile 
from cHy Limits. For more 
Information phone Houston 845- 
2928 or write to Box 580. (p-Oct 
14) 
For Sale: 3 I~Mroom modular 
home. Full basement on 2 ecres 
554,900. Phone 635-3469 or 679. 
3961 (c.saRt. Oct) 
FOR SALE: Completely 
renovated, 3 bedroom home, 
close to all facilities. 
Reasonably priced. Phone 635- 
6529 (p-18-21) 
FOR SALE 
I bedroom home with com- 
deted basement, suite carpeted 
hroughout, Shaw fireplace 
)lus many extres. Drive by 4801 
Halllwell or phone 635.3944 efter 
5 p.m. for detolls~ Priced at 
$51,500. (CAt) 
I I I I I I  I I 
2 bedroom house for sale: 
Beautifully situated on Lakelse 
Serial No.74041n Terraceerea. Lake. Large lot. MuM sell, 
271 GMC DIESEL & Other parts owner leaving town. Phone 635. 
in good condition. Phone 3176. (p.19-2)) 
47. Homes for Rent 
For Rent: 2 BEDROOM 
HOUSE close to .hospital. 
~hene 635-7191 for' more In. 
• formation. (c-17,21) 
For Sale: 1 bedroom house at 
4645 Kelth Avenue. Price $2,000. 
Must be moved before 
snowfall. Phone ~S-6354 days 
or 635-6974 nights. (c-19-9) 
55. Property for Sale 
Must sell - Two wooded lots 
totalling 5.13 acres, Ideall) 
located.in the town of Telkwa. 
Sub.dividing possibilities. 
• Write Box 2322,rSmltherS, B.C. 
of phone 847.3353. (p-20-3) 
3 bedroom duplex for rent. 
Unfurnished. Available 
November 1,1977, Call 635-6719. 
(c-(.19-21) Profits. No.  experience 
necessary. Send self addressed 
For Rent: I bedroom duplex, stamped long envelope. Mc- 
Unfurnished. Stoveend frldge. Clelland Enterprises Dept 
5 minute walk to town. For TDH.91 344 Hwy. 97 S. Quesnel, - 
Immediate occupancy. Phone B.C. V2J 4C6 (c.15-20) 
635-2834. (p-19-2) .ft ..... ~) 
3 bedroom - 1V= bath older 
home. Full basement, garage, ' 
yard.fully fenced. $325.00 par 
month. 4823 Scoff Avenue 635. 
3175 Available Immediately. (p. 
20,21 )
2 bedroom duplex for rent also a 
1 bedroom furnished house for 
rent In Thornhlll. Phone 635- 
5775 or 635-5874. (p.20,21) 
2 bedroom house for rent. 
Phone 635.4298 (p-20) 
:48. Suites for Rent 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, 5.C. 
635-7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Frldge, stove, drapes, 
carpet, rec area, sauna and pool 
table, with security en 
terpohone and elevator. Ab. 
solutely no pets. 
N . . . .  
~K~YSTON E COU RT 
A~ARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - ~03 Scoff. One, 
Iwo and three bN~room pert. 
meats. Laundry' lk Storage 
area. Near schools and 
downtown. Cleam quiet, 
spacious, security Iock-'u~ and 
)atroh 
56. Business Opportunity 
Mall Order Marketlngl Huge 
57. Automobiles" 
Must sell: 1972 Chevelle 4.dr. 
Sedan. Excellent condlt, lon. 
Many extras. Phone 635-2934. 
(I)-18-21) 
1973 VOLKSWAGEN WINDO~ 
VAN: Needs minor repalr~ 
$2,500.00 Phone 632.6326. (c-17 
21) 
1969 Chevy 4x4 short box, step 
aside. Good cendlton Phone 635. 
2770. (P.16-21). 
1968 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE 
CONVERTABLE with radio. In 
good condition. Phone 638-8305 
before 4:30 p.m. after S p.m. 
635.5008 (p.17.21) 
Transfere- Plates. sales Tax. 
See Wlghtman & Smith - 
AUTOPLAN agent. 4611 
Lakelse Ave. Terrace. Open 
Saturday. (cff) 
1973 Chew V= ton. 6 cyl., radio, 
canopy. Asking $2,000. Phone 
635.6880. (p.20,1,4,6) 
1977 Blazer K5. Many options. 
For more Information call 624- 
50i5. Interested parties only 
(o20.3) 
19~2 Ford Torlno. 30~ c'u. In. 
Auto trans., p.s., p.~., clean, 
good condltlon. New fires. 
1965 Dodge Polaris '880. H.top, 
383 ca. In Auto trans., Very 
clean, good runnmg car has hod 
a lot of work clo~e Including new 
63S-52Z4 palr)t lob. Good rubber all 
around. 
',ctf) 1965 Chrysler Windsor 4-dr. 
Sedan. 383 ca: In., Auto trans., 
[ HILLSIDE LODGE i p.o., p.b., power seats, power 
i ,3o Little Avenue i windows. Vacuum release for ' 
msleaplng rooms, housekeeping i trunk and many other extras. 
lunlts, centrally located. FuIlyl Good rubber on front and new 
Ifurnlshed. Reasonable rates by i tires on beck. Very good con. 
IdeY or week. Non.drinkers I dltlen throughout. (p-20,21) 
635,,1, / - -  . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "E S T BUY OF THE YEAR 
3 bedroom row housing suites. 
Full basement, 1V= baths, V2 
block from schools. 3 sin. walk 
from town. Suitable for 
families. S250 per month. 6 
months lease. Apply suite 118, 
3530 Kalum. (ctf) 
2 bedroom suite. Available 
October I, 1977. Centrally 
located. "Phone 635.9471 (ctf)' 
1974 Valiant 4.dr. Sedan. 
P.S., P.B., $1,250.00 or no 
reasonable offer refused. 
Owner must sell 
Phone after 5:00 p.m. 635.5625. 
(c.20,21) 
1951 Ford Pick.up truck with a 
1956 T Bird Motor. Phone after. 
5:00p.m. Make offers 63e.1242. 
(P-16-20) 
!57. Automobiles 
1973 Chev Malibu Sports- 2door 
hardtop (vinyl) 350. P.S. & P.B.. 
• radio • tape deck - new tires 
end extra rims and tires. One 
owner. Excellent condition. (p. 
18-21) 
Must sell 1973 Vega G.T. plus 
winter tires. In fairly good 
condition, interested parties 
only. For further Information 
Phone 635.5191 (p-18.21) 
For sale: 1973 DoUse 
Tradesman Van. Interior 
Customized. Please phone after 
6:00 p.m. 635.3029 (p-20-3) 
1970 Ford Custom. Four dr. 
sedan, 302 cubic Inch, 
automatic. Priced to sell. 
Phone 635.6235 or 635.4328 (ctf) 
58. Mobi le Homes 
Moving Must Sell: Lot with 2 
bedroom trailer and a 12x42 
addition contains. 3 furnished 
rooms plus Y2 bath. Also a 20x32 
--------Oddities in the news- 
CHICAGO (AP) -- Glen 
Sacks, a jewelry salesman,' 
loaded two eases containing 
1,-000 diamond rings into the 
trunk of his car. 
When he slammed the 
trunk lid shut, the engine 
started and the ear sped 
away leaving him standing 
on the curb of a downtown 
street, police said. 
Sacks, 30, said he had 
mPa rked his car Monday to go 
to his office to get ~e 
rings, which he valued at. 
$150,000. 
Police said someone 
entered the car, slumped in 
the front seat, and waited 
until the gems were put into 
the trunk before driving off. 
garage. Asking $17,500. But ' 
negotiable. Phone 635.3897. (19. SLEEPY EYE, Minn. 
21) (AP) - -  Happ,,y Newyear, a
man who didn't celebrate 
1968 Classic 12x68 3 bedrooms 2 
Joey shacks. Frldga and Move. 
Excellent cendltlon. Priced for 
immedlete sale. To view at 
No.51 Timberland or call 5,15. 
~22 after 5:00 p.m. (c-18-21) 
Trailer and addition on lot In 
Thornhlll. Lawn, greenhouse, 
and woodshed, Will consider 
trades. Phone 635.2641 
evenings, end weekends. (p. 
• ~5,16,19,20,21,3A,5) 
For Sale? Mobile Home. ~t  up 
In Woodland Hleghts Trailer 
Park. Fully skirted, with Jony 
shack. Phone 635-5348 efter 5:00 
p.m. (p-19-2) 
his unusual name, died 
Monday at the age of 95. 
Born in Gresham, Neb., 
his 'real name was Emil 
Neujahr. In German, 
Neu3ahr means "new year." 
He changed the spelling of 
his last name to 
"Newyear." 
"Happy" was a nickname 
given him by friends years 
ago. The name stuck. 
Eventually, he had hJs name 
listed in the Sleepy Eye 
telephone directory as 
Happy Newyeer. 
Because of his name, 
Newyear frequently was 
sought out for news in- 
terviewa around the New 
Year's holiday. But he 
didn't like publicity and 
~enerally refused to be 
, mte.rviewed. 
Immediate Occupancy: 12x68 
three bedroom Sateway. 
Laundry room, finished mud 
room, large sundeck. 
Located on • fully landscaped 
. choice lot at Copperslde. Ph~e 
635-4461. (c.Oct. 2) 
66. Rec. Vehicles 
1976 20' VANGUARD MINI 
MOTOR HOME on • Ford 
chassis has a 460 motor, air 
condition, for more Into Phone 
635-3430 (p.17.21) 
68. Legal 
Notice of Application to Change 
of Name 
+ Notice is hereby given that an 
application will be made to the 
Director of Vital StetlMIcs for a 
chengeof name, pursuant o the 
provisions of the "Change of 
Name Act," by me: AAltle 
Schinkel of 4607 Haugland 
Street, Terrace, In the Province 
of British Columbia, as follows: 
To change my name from 
Aaltle Schlnksl to Aaltle Selnen. 
Dated this 2eth day of 
February, A.D. 1977. 
ESTATE SALE 
The Estate of George Little, 
offers for ~sle, the followlng 
Estate property, located In 
Terrace, B.C. 
Lots one to five Inclusive, and 
Blocks 4 and I1, located on 
Legion Ave., between Glacier 
Glass and the Cur:Ins Rink. 
Block 3, and the western portlen 
of Block 5, on the north side of 
Little Avenue. 
Bids will be accepted to October 
31st, 1977. The highest offer or 
any offer, not necessarily ac. 
cepted. Cash preferred. 
Gordon Little, 
executor. 
4517 Cedar Crescent, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1X5 
(c.w.th.fr. 4 weeks) 
I . i  I 
GENEVA (Router) --  
Male chauvinism is alive 
and well in the computer 
world, where men were 
declared number one or 
Tuesday. 
The International Organ- 
ization for Standardization 
(ISO) said computers trans- 
mitt.'~ data internationally 
would identify men with the 
figure one and women with 
the number two. 
The old designations were 
M for male and F for 
female. 
BROOKFIELD, m. (~)  
- -  Zoo officials have named 
SEATTLE, Wash. (AP) --  
e.ying isn't what it used to 
Thirty years ago, Air 
Canada says, these were the 
instructions to hostesses on 
flights from Vancouver to 
Boeing Field here: 
I 
Too fat? Too 
thin? Too tired? 
Too often ? Do 
something for q somebody... Your body1 
].Warn passengers 
against hrowing cigarettes 
and cigars out the window. 
z.Kesp the clock wound up 
in the passenger cabin. 
3.Carry a railway 
timetable in case the plane 
is grounded. .  
4.Keep an eye on 
passengers when they go to 
the toilet to be sure they. 
don't mistakenly go out the 
emergency exit. 
HAMILTON, Ohio (AP) -- 
Farmer George Eaton may 
not like money, but a jury 
has ruled he must accept 
$24,750 from a utility 
company for an easement 
across his land. 
"Money is tI ~ root of all 
evil," Eaton t Id Common 
Pleas Judge I; ed Cramer~ 
"It comes be' vecn nei~h- 
bars and relat ;es. I think 
you can live w :bout it." 
Eaton said h. didn't mind 
granting Cincir lati Gas and 
Electr ic Co. a 7.4-acre 
easment for po er lines. He ~ 
just didn't wan the money. 
Ohio law reqt res a jury tol 
set a fair price forl 
easements if the owner. 
cannot coma to an 
agreement on a 3rice with a" 
utility. 
Although E ton didn't: 
want the man I, his wife: 
told Cramer ~he would 
accept it. :; 
WANTED 
Ambitious boys or girls to do 
routes. 
Good experience and earnings ', 
right persons. 
Phone Mr, Loiselle 635-6,151 
The Terrace Daily Herald 
Do It Mow 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
2Px 36" 
on . 3.75 
THE DALLY HERALI] 
3212 Kalum St. Terrace 
OIROULATIOI 
DEPARTMEN" 
PHONE 635m63 
BETWEEN 
11  a .m.  • 4 
I 
i LET 
i the 
i DAILY HERI 
: DRUM UP 
a four-day-01d female 
giraffe Victoria after Victor, 
the giraffe who died last 
week in a zoo in England. 
"We received about 70 
telephone calls and a dozen 
letters asking that the baby 
giraffe be a namesake for 
Victor," Dr. George ~bb,  
Brooldield's zoo director, 
said Tuesday. 
-=-=-- ~.,.~.~, "~'//--~ ~ I 
Pinch potatoes to make sure 
they are firm, not leathery 
or spongy, two signs that 
they have been frozen or im- 
properly stored. 
: SOME 
,: BUSINESS 
I TH| DALLY HERALI 
! 0LASSIFIED 
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I COMICS i the daily herald The Amazing Spider-man 
The Wizard  of Id  ~ ~o~,, """ ' "°*"  ""-""  "° "'...._'- ' '""-' " ~OST~'O/,f/Nf.~VT~VY~YANS... I INTERE~;TING l THe ~ ' l Jd i in i l t /  I [''~-47~;$::-~v / I '~ i ' : l  
1 ~.~llln~ ~HOuL~ RF-ALLYBE 
I~  wrrH  HE,~.  %ANY' / 'H IN~ l 
IdOW'! "I'H~RE'5 J NAPPEN$ TO I 
• , ~ 
L 
Dc ~nesDury 
O/./7"E~P'/ INE PANAMANL41~I AT TIIE Om ~V,~ZaO~-A~7~A/ I 
~ rOUND./O~ F/~- /~0~, A CO~n~O~,~q~ T~ I 
~ ~z ~ ~ ~/~ /v~ ~ ~A~, ~ -  i 
Z ~. ,~ DR. M/#~/~./. ~ ~ F~Y .~//V ~Y A~1~ I 
.~::;:,: [~ .... 
~c/(//E NB,/r TO PANAMA /
N/~ 7/~ S/#U~TA/V~O{J5 A/~./- 
REA~IT.F.P A ~ ~Y 
5HAP.~/ " ,~ ,~ 
!~ ....... iili! i~::~ iliilii(~ 
• i ~::!i!~ ~ ! :ili: i::. :.~:"; 
Hagar the Horrible 
a ~~ HoW oo go~t .. K~oW P 
/7 
~"i' FOOT' TOLl:) h~l~ 
/ 
I 
by Garry Tmdeau 
~-~ YOU y~ ~,  ~/ I  
~-ff/N~ ~/~ ~ ! 1  
.... ~ . 
i ~i k"" ~:: 
i: ~;~: : ~i .'.! 
....... ~:~i :::~?~:~. ' 
by Dik Browne 
C~atfish . by Rog Bollen 
OLIVER - -  
TRACTOR 
1~i ~11 '~:L ~ 
Terraoe Equipment Sale ltd. 
4639 Greig Ave. 
t 
636-6384 
CHANNEL CHUCKLES 
By Bil Keane 
PaRIIOPS~7/O/;~,, 
T~14~ Ca in  movemenl I~  personal fllne~s 
, F'u~ess,/n your heml you know it's Hght. 
| - o • .o  , 
o • • . • • 
;i%! . . -  . .  o • . .  • %"  
thern Craft 
.".... :,:, 
. .-...- 
• : .:. 
:'i.., 
%;;  
i .,_ 4824 'GreJ| 
TUES. OCT. 4:1977 i FIRST COME, 
7:30PM_ ~ FIRST PAID 
ENTRY FEE IL  BASIS 
S15"00 j~k~k~.  ('pace limited) j
supplies 
' exh'a 
• ..-- • .  .. . .  • .  • . . " .  "..- .'.. .. 
CHOCOLATE MAKING 
I-2PM 
SiLK FLOWER MAKING 
2-3PM 
EVERY 
THURSDAY • 
9 °' $~arto: NOW 
AT 
60RDON & ANDERSON LTD, 
O 
636-6267 
. -  _ ° o • 
• e" °°or  0• ' "  i ,  • 
• * ° o , .  ° • I • :..::..; 
, ° .  o • 
• o . i ,  • • . 
• . . - . . . . . . '  
, .~•s i  i •e  i 
e l ,  t•  e.e • ~ ~  ..::..:.. 
" ~  "::.': 
• ~ e o 
~i", 
;'!i 
'Franciscan' dinnerware goes from oven to table to dish. ~r~ 
washer• Hand-decorated• Chip.craze.relistant. Made In ~:g j~to  29 Oct .  15  
Britain. 20.pc. set Incl. 4 HCh: CUps, saucers, cerHI  bowls, 
bread.butter plates and dinner plates. 
4606 LAZELLE AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. PHONE 635-6576 
Closed Mondays  
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8uoation Crids 
In Province is a 
Serious Matter 
He Chairman 
To Take A'R,P, 
Will Try ,Apin 
to t~:r~Rw~ :%~el~ ut  ti'~e~ItaYz~lUto%ed~°:! 
lhly evening lent to hnh~l?rtllke the re- 
org~nlr~zU•n- )f that b~ly Widle a 
deal of Interest was shown there wen 
not (mesgh 'nter,~st, or the rl~ht per. 
asn wsn not pr.~s~.nt, to get a , .halwun 
for the orpniretine. All re~med will. 
inn enough to do their port. but nil of 
those present dahaed to be too hunY 
o take on any new respolmlL, lilty, ]n  
to take on any new responsibility. In 
a eonple of weeks,' or abeut the first 
of March. another meeting wlil be enll- 
ed. and i f  a chalrnlan is ~t  secured 
at that time, the orpnlaalion will pro- 
hebly be aba.dened. That may be. al- 
right, but then again there might be a 
net~l for ARP workers when least ex- 
pected, I t  weald be a good thing for 
the people to think It over before it is 
too .late.. 
. . . . .A . . . . . . - .  
Premier Hart's 
Throne Sp h 
Some Highlights 
m 
• Victoria. Feb. 10--A series of gay. 
emment announcements, acclaimed so 
the meat Important to be made In many 
years Jn thin Provlnen, wus ceninined 
in an nddresu given by Premier John 
nrt In the debate on the reply to the 
speech from the Throne. HIS speech 
outlined the peltry for the future nnd 
~ontolned announcements that will lay 
the foundntlou for the poet-war re-con. 
struetlea period. 
A summary o£ these annensuemente 
Is as follows: 
, Asourunee" that an Iron and steel 
Idant would be entablished in British 
C'olbmbla. • 
. The establIshment Of a bydce-electrle 
commission to survey and report upon 
the extent and eandlflon of eis~trical 
service in the Pr0vlnes, with pariieuinr 
refei.enes to tUe rural commnnltie~ 
T~eglalation i .borrow $15.1~I0,000, of 
which eum $10,000,~0 will he aremark. 
ed for roads bed brdges and ~lve mil- 
llea for ~uSl|e b'hlidlnp In the south. 
A dlk*cinl '#~a~t af 1180,000 to near- 
ganined ashool:dtetHcin to lighten the 
educational .burden and the removal 
of fees. for teachers attending summer 
suhool, sin0 to improve ~a~hal~ seinr- 
l~hrvej~e:,.~ n e l l  ennnect the B.0. roads 
i 
Workmen at Port Edward were at- 
-'neked by ptomaine poLe~nin last weak 
end, It being neeeseary fair Dr. Man- 
Donald health efflcer to go out. There 
~ere no serlons eases, but a couple of 
dozen were sink. 
The injured In thee Kwtuitct ~lOW- 
slide, being taken enre of in Prtnes R 
pert, are all making satisfactory racer 
ery. To hear of an evaisnce at  Kwh- 
lisa ia never a surprise to anyone.who 
has lived In Prince Rupert,, It* I~ a 
p la te  o f  ev i l  reputat ion .  When a 
heavy snowfall lames along, followed 
by reins and a gate Kwinltsa !~ a very 
good pines to avoid. 
O•O 
Vteinr MIIler,.whcoe family was Of 
the old timers, In In uniform in Eng- 
land• 'He l~w, ntly l~eee~red a box of  
good th inp  from ~ome and It had been 
t~ceugh a fire w]~iis un the Atlantic. 
The box looked a bit the worse for 
wear, and earrisd the legen~ "salvug- 
ed from sua." But It wen O.K. inside, 
more than other boys with boxes were 
able to say. Miller found hla shaving 
cweam and neap and something to ehar 
tie over. Facinl luxuries ace not eo 
plentiful overseas. 
• **  • . 
Alex. Prudhommo, pioneer hotel man 
who retired from business not ]eag 
ago.  Is putting in the winter in 80uth- 
ern California. Neat summer, hewer- 
er, should see him again in Rupert, 
only for a visit. • * • " 
City couneil member~ now that th~ 
have been in office long enough to aP- 
praise the eitustlua, are dissevering 
that to admInister a municipality Is 
more difficult than to remain on tha 
oatslde giving gretuiinum advice. There 
are plenty of th inp  the efly fathers 
would ilke to do, but reu'L Lack of 
funds Is one of the chief reasnne. The 
sume could be said of ceuntinse other 
cflsen. ~ 
Se5ool Children 
Help war Effert 
Hy Their Savings 
-...-.-. 
As a resalt of a enmpolgn among the 
the Prorlnce mnny schools have been 
ch i ld  entirely and saoree of others are 
In charge of persons without adequate 
qunliflcetions. This means tlmt in 
many districts chlldcen are getUng ~no 
education at .all aqd In other dis~inte 
nn unsatinlaCtory one. L 've~ child In 
British Colan~bis IS entitled.to a pro- 
per edueatlua. 
By. the Btitish North Amerlean Act 
the Provincial Government was a~lgo- 
ed the took ef .education. ~vldently 
the Province hen not fulfilled its do- 
tics. to the fullest extent. 'l~e pro. 
vines gave the ces~l tY  ~ ~hsol 
districts with sehool boards woo nave 
to finance the larger ehare of eduen. 
tinnal eest~ ~ is aldght in the 
weslthy~al~ein where there is much 
tanhle  prop~z~, bUt" In maay districts 
thry.:have little or no taxable property 
nnd hence.are unable to meet thcee 
~te .  At the preset  time the govern. 
anent pays only 82 per cent of the .COst 
Of eduretiea. Thcee poorer alafflcm 
are able .to I~Y LJ~.th er the upkeep of 
n sehcol nor a mitlefaetorY teacher's 
salary. Teachers are the lowest paid 
people In the prevlnoe. In 1914 the 
uverege weekly salary for rural teach. 
ere wee 117,62.' Consequently, today, 
many teachers ha/re left the profesainn 
for more lucrative Jobs. without a 
prolmrly qualified teacher no child can 
r¢¢~,Ive au ndeq~te  ed~Uea.  
Because of these enndlUons the fol- 
• lowing falls .have become evident; a 
child's schooling, and inter life depend 
im where hn wan brought up; a atroug 
oppostion to edueaUon In poor die- 
Irlets: a great difference in the sainr.' 
inn, Incr'sments and ponsloas at teseh- 
era doing the same wu~k; teachers 
alwo.vs on the more. 
T, rem~,dy these enndltione and In. 
enre a pro~er t, dueatlon for every elit ld 
Jn Brltish Columbis, 'the Bfltinb Col. 
umbin Teaehees Federation Is aakIng 
. the government to atrlke at the root of 
t ie  evil by rsurgualaing edueatienal 
finnnce nod establishing n estiffactory 
provlncisl salary scale fn/" teachers. 
1);IHng the year~ of p rosl~rltY "no- 
thioK waa done and'again In the years 
fallowing nothing woe done because of 
the depresel#n. Now the argument, 
"WiIt.nnti l  after war" will be pt~t 
turtle. Th'is argument Ignores what l
of our A111ed leaders have,sold. "That I
,-h,estion Is porhalm the m~t vital :  
factor In our War effort."' Great Bri- 
hlin'han Inert~sedl the grant for ~U~ i 
Bad Snowdide Ieig Yea O-r-tu-e'-- 
hinilu ¢laimN IW. M. Hospital 
Humber of Lives I dron, Meeting 
UI~; e oX~ Theee~)l~lllireP~,~h, fuller, de" | theO:llnlgwat~ htt .eK~lgn i~t  8ali:~ri~y° 1~
On Friday morning last week a very was impo~lble for Ray, Mr. Bunt to 
disastrous ruowsllde aearred at KwIn- 
itea on the C.N.R. railway about forty 
miles west of Terrase. Several "men 
were killed, a number more were Injur- 
ed and one t'or two are missing. 
A slide at  Kwinlina 18 nothing ,new 
as i t  is In a heavy 8now belt, but in the 
peat the snow could alide and the only 
damage It did v~us to hold• up traffic 
on the railway a Yew houm. 
A year ago, however, the Tomlinsen 
Construction Co. built a esmp there to 
accommodate about a hundred men 
working on the 9kce~a highway. The 
highway runs aionpids the mUway at 
thin point and what blocks one also 
blocks the other. 
The snow came down about eight In 
the mornIng when. the men were pre- 
paring to go in work. Anyone who has 
experienced a enow elide in the moun. 
t~lne knows that but tittle time is al- 
lowed for escape, and very little can best poeslble om1[tlou, wlth a .  g~- 
stand in the way M a slide, e~eh balance, a considerable sum la ~ne 
When the snow started r~ks  ,reee the hospital from various snucece. A 
. . . . . . . .  ~ ' " fnnd of $7~00 has been set aMds for n nnu llnfluy ceolna ann men WCce esV- ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  
xled along in froot ot the snow, and a new power p.mnt ~a~ m e x~,__  any 
~ l  @ #ha z~l la wen* ou~ Into time now. '.rue azalz am wolams us-- 
the  .kceus. inolUdi, germ, men. m~in.sly :.d, th..en.~ ~:~ re. 
• ~n nf'nlp Wan ~v~ fl f once to llnrlnK me evenmg m : - 
Prince Rupert and. under Dr. Haskln- dersd two soloe that, wer~we~ unr~Iin- 
sun a spec~l train was sent nut witiI ..~u, an.  the e n . .~ .  ~,~.~ :'~e',~eJr 
doctors, nurses and t in t  aid men. A ;aer ,~es. ~..~.url~g, e~-~.Onew~tl~.en 
m h~ f *he Int '~  were token to enorauses ann it was recezveu z • nu ~ro . . ,u . . .  w 
Rl l~r t  and some were eared for at  thnslasm. A health film wan she a 
p ,v~"s~.~ ,.~ . " p,4 ~ SZu,v,~ ,by Dr Murphy and another of Malta 
-o r .  ~ w n . . ,  n.ar  - . .n .~ . .  ~ . .  • • ' 
Besides the loss of men and Intur land one of the temples and archlten- 
- --  " Y tore of the east: to others, the roadwork was tied up . . . .  
and railway traffic was delayed for a I A motion was uasnimoualy passed In 
nnmhar of hours while the rubbish OIl strnetlng the secretary to write the 
the track was removed. : Isual member of parliament, he Unlled 
The men In the aceldest were prae. Chnreh, thee Indian Department, he 
tlmlly all from 8aakatchawan. registrar st National War ~ervlees and 
the Red Rose mine, asking that the ser- 
" vid~ Of Dr, Murphy, superintendent of 
With 23,600 miles Of road, almeat as this heaplinl, be not.called for war pur 
lon.g.aa the equator, the Cunadinn Na- ~ na he was very definitely uced- 
lionel IInllways Is the'  laugest railway ed here where e big work wee helen 
system on the North American cenlin- carried on. 
ent. ned every mile of track, every R.S .  Sargent wan re-cleated chair- 
piece of renlpment and every jempioyea mnn of the patrons* body. ' ' . 
Is dedlreted tO winning the ~mr. It. ,q. Bargent. M. A. Myres and H. C 
• * * . Wrlneh wcce l~ell~'h~l patrons' menl- 
berg on the board of directors nt lhe 
In 1042 the Cxuadish National Rail- hmpltal. 
way moved ?2.000.000 tons of meni- After the Inmlne~ was finished the 
tlona of war nnd other products of in- unrsea, under Mlsu E. Campbell. mnt- 
dtmtry, ugriealtnre ned natural reseur- ann, served refreshments and galas 
ces. time woo spent Ip a social way. 
enlinn each year since the war began, w i th  thp Alaska hlgbway. ' with . ~hool children to ssve and buy War 
'l-'h-e-~g?~nr~I~n~w~e~'o~T'~e attu 'senD~l~nP~enrto°f .Pe-aes River on.re- ~av inp  Sthmpo, the eld145"ed pf  B,O• 
their n g ? ' I p tang t~e pe~ plea" rlgnra h~ve invented nmnv thousand• of dol- 
ts , ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :ilion fceI It their .duty to bring .th tharein; I , . - -  ! -  "1 -  - -~  " ~-"  ~ '~ -*  '~-  • " l~a  u tu  o wu~,  ~ ~wa~ ea l~ v~ ~c  fo the ublie and they The m knowledge be re P . .. .• . g "erument will listen to any. monc_v thus gated wga ensued hv the 
rbece nlny be equeilt.Y oz roueauona proposal from Vancouver and lietorin 'children. Thus they were learnln w at 
three may be "equality of educational I for these clues to boy out the B•C, El- linnet tw~ ~,~ . . . .  ~.lo. ~.~I~."~.a  
Olqa,rtunity for all ehtldren throug • et, trie by themselves. '~v  . . . .  "~ " . . . . . . .  rovince" o r~lll o Ing) he,des doing their part In win out the P . " ~ cti n In motor l icen~ fees. i~l,,o ~*hn WOP " rn  ~q~'~ I l~n|l'nn ~IIP 
• By the Secretary B. C, Teachers Worhmen'a Compenattea Board to '~"° l t~ ,~'.",~." ~ ~;"  ;'."~'~ :~,~."  
be made to wo~k more ~atis~c~orily I Federation. ", at school paved, and what they esved 
. . . . .  ~m~ muu~l'?. . . . . . . . .  tcent of the children are saving, That Wdnda Memodal "--noSp. :'":.=:::~_'_ -~_':,'.::~ .-z':_" . Its a splendid ~ .~  muy the othee 
v-,c,,uo,-s ~,,um~u.%to t~ su~ children ~t  bud u and cel~ and 8ave 
Up to handle eli gove~'nment pureheael to help ina°~ke the" world a better place. 
O. W. elation of Terrace, a surgical ' ~ "f@r ~e-m to live in..  " - 
,.,,el,, is =,, riug ni.ly A Now ilomumnt • *o  m- . 
Toddy I~oloma of  Hasnlton In able to - -  
be nbeut again. _ Am m 
• 0 * Ken l~vaus and Fred@ rotvin are ~ ' ~  ~ ~ ~'0(~(~ 
Tnmmy C,llver of Terrace. a bridge a i r ing a real demonstration f Inltin. n,a~ J~ ~c~ r..J ~ J~VJ . I  
medl Urn and aggreeslveae~ In thnlr pr~ 't~u;,rd nt Skenan Cre~lug, Is a • ~ ~ ]~f f~ 
eat lmtient . . . .  t ~ra.t!oea fay opmiug a~.restaurant In ~'~'./,~7. : ,v"~,  ( j '~_  ~ ,  
• * * * • the Gmlng room Of me Terrace Hotel. " //..~A'~,.~-/ . /~ /~ 
u, ~ z . .u  ~as able to return, to They found i t  Impo~bin to get fuel so ~ • r 
l,l#/,;~'/i~,:'t"m'~.u~. I th~ ~ a t~ber ~t  and ~e~t , 
" * * * lsom,e time In, the hush Lotting a stock . A q01lUiJ:; I~o v:llI be ho*d In till' 
Ernte Wyder of the Red Rose mine' for themsolve~ Ice was another prob- Rced Cross ~l,,ik I'r/mo on Wednmlay I 
wsm ulna In with" blood nelseninL 18 ie.m so they. spent time down on tim Februar¢- 24th sit two p an' Anyone 
' Ill',W mkin -  a --"'! reeaWry -" rivet'and Put up their own supply. On wlahing to pl, v b' Idge inet'..q~,ef quilt. I a m ~  • , 
• * * ' I Mbnday they Ihid a buss sow on the Inn will be IIIP.~I' welcome. Beare~h- ] 
i "oo 'U. . t , , ,  ,*w is able to be on Jot# and with $ohn Chretien as third relate will be served for the usqaJ i 
• '.~*'~'-'~*"'~"-'~'r ~ flu at*-¢k .man cut the cordwood. They,do r/at el~rge. Com.~ lind enjoy n ~oclal at- I 
. . c  ~w us-J. u*w = ~ inteud to allow co ' • . ~ ~: ' . I ' . udltious to  s t i~  em tomoon and help rolse mousy for the, 
he~lflteL in their bu l lm~ coterprlse. , Red Crel~ ' l te Carrlgml will snun be out o~ the. I ~ _ I 
• . , , ,  l . - - '  I ' I 
. . . . . . . .  :. i An adv. In the Omlnec.3 Henlld will l AdverHMnl ll your wry t~ tell the I 
K.. t i~  (~ Ct.~tsrvale. one or ~ bring good reau|te m matter how ~aI I  people what you Jlave to sell. or want I
el gnieelhq a m |II~ l~d l~t  the heaplmt tlw udr  may be to 
,hi Mlai&tY, Hi, had the flu. ' " ' , . - ' "  
get here for the annual patrons' of the • 
Wrlnch Memorial H0sptal meeUng in 
the evening, The meeting however. 
went on In his absence and seme fifty 
persona were I~renest In spite of the 
fact that the reads were very bad and 
the weather not at  all pleasant. 
IL S. Sargent, chairmen st  the POt- 
rosa' body, was in the chair and the 
usual reports were presented. Mrs. R, 
W• 8nrgent read the report of the W.A.  
and Dr. Murphy presented the report 
from the haspltal, and hie own report 
as medical eapevintendeat, nd it wan 
u report of which anyone might be 
very proud. Although "he had been in 
charge only sines ~.~ptember when Dr. 
Austin left for the Army, he ban hqd 
one of the halest l~rioda In the history 
of the hospital, and Dr. Murphy has 
been doing the work of two men, 
Financl•lly. the be~'pltaI s in the 
F IN~CIAL  8TATEMEb;T 
.. Woman's  Auxiliary 
To '/he Wrlrel~ ~,rrcy/al Hcsr/fal 
For the }'ear eadlug December 3int, 1943 
RECEIPTS: .  
.PnPb ou hand Jansary lot. 10-12 ......,:T.l~:,.,....,,,~.~llll..? .............. $ 4 45 
Mr.mhershlp fees ................................................................................... 3 25 
Bridge parties .......... ,.,..... ...................... ~. ........ ., ............................ 20 00 
~nrden l~rty ...................................................................................... Sl I~ 
Dapce5 ...................................................... I ................................ , .............. 61 90 
Donntiosa ....................................... .. ..................................................... T'47 
$II~ 82 
EXPENDITURE8 • 
Oxygen mask for Hospital .................................................................. $ 60 00 
"treats tor l~lliellVM ................................................................................ 22 8 "p 
Xut~scrlptinna to ner,'almlmre ................................................................... 1O 12 
o~dverilslug ........................................................................................... 4 60 
lillnee ea~qllaeM "...................................................................................... 29 
~llndrlea ................................................................................................... 10 12 
t'llPh an hllnd and In blink, i)l~mlJ~r 31. 11}12 ................................ 19 ~ql 
Rm'O l~ 
.Nlnl:treu fortT-tw 9 hen I~ra lu l l  another sntinfactorl year tar 
the Anxlthtry which provided the tmuai pleasurable publin chieftain. 
nwnts end the funds derived therefrom amply covered trorte, news. 
papers_and ~d in l  material for paOceta threugheut the yorr, and 
;..~•~ rot t~ ~re~sa yf a.aya~'gea ~ for .~e B~m. we muh 
.nil __inuae was  Dave 81~LIIIINI in any way  lOWlll~l prllill~ll~ ~ l~Itit 
et Heaplini ce~riuasm~m. 
em~ s~N,  8m~u7 
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THE 3:00 MOVIE 
"Marshal of Madrid" 
Glenn Ford, Edgar Buchanan, 
Victor Campas, Bobby Darln, 
James gregory. Marshal Sam 
Cede deals with two crimes at 
once. In the flrat, he unearths a 
border smuggling operation 
organized by a local magnate. 
In the second, Code deals with 
an ex-convict who thinks he Is 
Wily The Kid. 
All vs Shavers 
Live from Madison Square 
Gardens, champion Muham- 
mad All defends his title against 
Earnle Shavers In • lS.rgund 
bout.., part of a full night of 
sports entertainment. Details 
TBA (Three hours) 
THE BIONIC MAN 
How Close are we? 
AI Wallace heath this half.hour 
spa¢ial,preduced by King "IV, 
which looks at humans and their 
bionic parts. We'll see toclay's 
prosthatlcs; limbs, tooth sub. 
stltues, mechanical Joints 
metal vertebrae, pacemakers, 
artificial eyes ,and ears. The 
subject of, organ tran- 
splants(kidneys, eyes and skin) 
and their relectlon by the 
reciplont Is also examined and 
their rejection by the recipient 
Is also examined. Wr.ltfen and 
produced by craig Jot~nsoo. 
MOVIE 
"Rules of the Game" 
In this complex and persona! 
f i lm, director Jean Renolr 
hlmstef plays a major role and 
his character reflects 
beautifully the passing of the 
old aristocracy. The fi lm 
mordantly eetarlzes the social 
and sexual mores of the 
decandent French leisure class 
before WWih 
WE'VE GOT EACH OTHER.  
Beverly Archer (the daughter 
from the Nancy Walker Show) 
and Oliver Clark co.star in this 
contemporary comedy about a 
married couple In their early 
30s in a role.reversal situation. 
The husband, a gourment cook, 
works at home as a writer of 
mall order catalogues, while his 
wife earns a living as office 
manager for an eccentric but 
talented photographer. Joan 
Van Ark plays a top fashion 
model type in constant conflict 
with the ugly.duckling role. 
Details of first show tba. 
THE 3:00 MOVIE 
"Death Be Not Proud" 
Arhfur Hill, Jane Alexander, 
Robby Benson, Linden Chlles. 
True-life drama based on John 
Gunther's best.selling memoir. 
A deeply moving personal 
drama of John Gunther's son, 
Johnny, and the boy's courage 
and determination i  the face of 
a malignant tumor of the brain. 
Becoming half-blind and par- 
tlally crippled ,he studied to the 
end, grdutlng from prep school 
and qualifying for admission to 
Harvard. 
SKEENA JOURNAL 
CFTK-I-TV presents the second 
hourly program In Its new 
public affairs, "Skeena Jour- 
nal". This month's program 
centers around the salmon and 
its roles past and present In 
Northwest B.C. Its traditional 
place In the Native cultures... 
Its present day economic Im- 
pact through the fish fleet and 
coast canneries.., the problems 
end prospects of salmonold 
enhancement ... and the con- 
troversies that consistently 
arise In the areas of the sport 
fishery and poaching Host Walt 
LIImentalnen says the whole 
crew was really pleased with 
positive response to their first 
effort In "Skeana Journal". The 
hope Is that his second show 
"Sa lmon"  wi l l  be as well 
received and the program can 
move to a half hour weekly 
presentation on Northwest ~rrea 
items. 
2 
SEATTLE TOOAY 
~." ' * -  OF F~w-"(UNE 
rrs ~ -'~-"~--~ 
StI~T ~,~ THE STARS 
CHI¢O • THE .';~" ~
DAYS QFOUR UVES 
THE D~...m~ 
THE S O'~----N~T--- .- u'~- I!
"/,~.. , ~: of ..~.--.~+,,~" 
., E.~,~.-(,~,;.=..-T w~v,un 
All VS SHAVERS 
• IN T~___wH. 
FRI_m~.~y _m. _a~r. 
MR. namum 
-.~:*--  STP_~_mr 
liOB MCt ,~ SHOW 
I DRE4M OF JF.,~.-uH.!5 
RYAN'S HOPlE 
OF NIOHT 
T.~_u'~_ THIRTY 
,.In e~qITY 
IiY~ OP 1HI IIEH'~- r"m 
~ NTHN. SUMMER 
FLnflTT~:v~. _..SS
"-...'__"~'Y T ~ e~ __Aur~_.+_~ 
NEWS 
SHOW r~c~_ 97 
"The Last Angry t, Vn" 
THE BIONIC.."'.~". 1111 _~_~ BURNIrri' 
NWER! _e_J~l_ IZATION. =_,J.~_~ SI~OW 
PMPEII OF m tiQlrT Bill ROOTS 
TIIA 
..._... THE NATIONAL 
TC::'--"~":~'. SHOW 90 MINUTe UVE 
F!.I~_ / F.mTiON 
~_-~.. OFF 
SHOWCASE 97 
"The Last Angry Man" 
Crusty, holsterous, dedicated 
doctor practicing in a tough 
section of Brooklyn In 1936 
fights to save the life of a 
troubled teenage boy, one of the 
hoodlums who pushed the 
doctor Into making plans to 
leave his old nelghhorhond. 
Stars Pat Hlngle, Lynn Carlln, 
Andrew Duggen 
2 
SEATTLE TODAY 
~:~.~- OF FDI~- m~ 
iTS ANYIX)OYS C~i,=~ 
SHGGT FOR THE STARS 
Ot1¢)0 & THE MAN 
DAYS OF OUR LIVES 
THE DOCTORS 
ANOTHER .W~-. J. 9 
"[HE S CYCL-n'~-I- MOVIE 
-__~_ be not proud" 
;-'~' _ _ LET'S ".",~ A nmsa 
N E':'~-'_~ViCE 
CF_~Tll.E TONIGHT 
+,~,v ~ ~ SQUARES 
SA.H. _e~_D ARMS 
O410) AND THE u~.~ 
QUINCY 
r 
THE TONIGHT SHOW 
MIDNIGHT "-PE~-!-at-- ' 
MOVIE MATINEE 
Death Race - Two U.S. pilots 
and their one crippled fighter 
plane, which is only able to taxi 
along the ground, are relen- 
tlessly pursued by a Germs n 
tank. Stars Lloyd Brlclgea. 
LATE SHOW I 
Once an Eagle- part 7. Tired of 
playing the war widow with 
Sam In Chine, Tommy makes a 
pass at Court and discovers his 
secret. 
3&6 
IN TOUCH 
FRIENDLY GIANT 
DRESSUP 
SEt~*:.u~_ STREE~r 
~06 MCL~ SHOW 
;.'~N AMI 
I DRI= -A~A. Of: -I=--~HNIE 
HOLLYYv(~ SQUARES 
~Y~s HOF~ 
OF NIGHT 
TAKE 1141RTY 
THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER 
'NIC 'N pi¢ 
FI.I NTSTONES 
.~;~.~RY T LER/V~C~F. 
HOURGLASS 
SKEENA JOURNAl. 
THE TONY RANDAiJ. SHOW 
THREE~S COMPANY 
THE TOMMY HUIml~K 
SHOW 
BIG HAWAII 
THE NATIONAL 
FINAL EDiTioN 
WOMEN WE MET AT THE 
/V~VIES 
SIGN ~F NEWS 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
12:30 
1:00 
1:30 
2:00 
2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30 
* 5:00 
5:30 
6:00 
6:30 
7:00 
7:30 
8:00 
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:39 
11:00 
!1 :30  
12:00 
4 
. k~ OA~,"~u~ -~'-~'~-" 
JEAN Ct;,~--;, SH0W 
ui~ihlTION 
rI,S YOU~ MOVll 
NEWS HOUR 
MOVIE: 
"D~lh Ram" 
Ah~ ImrtER WORLD 
ALAN ~ SHINY 
~ANDS0N 
_ 
PUNNY IIARM 
~ WOMAN 
. . • 
w,k~.OPJN~ ~.m_ NAYION 
.~e*_.ml UP 
AS ~IE SEE IT 
M IS ~"~ MUSIC 
~ C S  
ART STARTS 
lrtlE ~-- ~SHOP _~_ - 
SlUr~ .'~-- ~- - (  
Mia~ rac ~GGG~ 
uPON A ~ ~'~'¢ 
THE u~C~GIL-LEHRER 
"REPORT 
V~KXISE  PLAYHOUSE 
FISH 
¢Ax~ ~ w ~  NO~IE 
CTV R.-r~m i : "R&IS Of thl ~,.. , ," 
~ mm 
CTV ~-  .v~-:: - 
"E l  
"I[HIE LATIE SHOW 
"011o an F.BgW' 
EL CONDOR THE LATE SHOW I 
An excaped chain gang convict Oncean Eagle.parts--a&9- In 
and an apache white leader the conclusion, Sam, fighting In 
during the Civil War head for the South Pacific, has an affair 
Mexico. Stars Jim Brown, Lee with an Australian nurse, and 
Van Cleet. tollgunner Danny is killed over 
MOVIE MATINEE 
McMIIlan & WIM . Blues for 
Sally M - Suspicions point to 
mare than lust music lovers 
when a musician dedicates a 
composltlm to Sally McMIIlan, 
who denlee knowing him. Stars 
Rock Hudson. 
Europe. 
NIGHTMARE THEATRE I 
Dracula . Vampire terrorizes 
the countryside In Its search for 
human blood. Stars Bela 
Lugosi, David Manners. 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
12:30 
1:00 
1:30 
2:00 
2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
4 :30  
5:00 
5:30 
6:00 
• 6 :30  
7:00 
7:30 
8:00 
0:30 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:3 0 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
4 9 
ART OF ~,~'~;,KiNG 
jO-~C.E DAVi~a~hl SHOW 
JEAN C/~;~;~.~ SHOW 
DEFINITION 
KAAr-~.N$ YOGA 
IT'S YOUR NaVE 
FA~N NEWS HOUR 
MOVIE: 
',McMillan & ~,~" 
.AN~[1.1ER ~m~CLD 
ZibRA WINGS 
WOROSMiTH 
El.[-~i~i¢ COt,9,~hY 
"11'~ CZNTS V~TH 
ART CART 
oLS WE SEE IT 
EI .E~i¢ COiW°Alff 
INSIDE.OUT 
rRULY A,;~,~ I CAN 
MEASURE UP 
BREAD AND BUT- 
MAKING MUSIC 
.a}L~N. IMMEL SHOW NINE'S JOURNAL. 
$,~n~D AND SON SEASN~ $¥KI'~[ _ 
THE GONG SHOW 
r--;~SENCY 
NEWS HOUR 
OPERATION ~-iCOAT 
JUUE 
IX)NNYANDMARIE 
f~J:OeD FILES 
E1.£-~/~i¢ COMPANY 
I~ /1( I ;  
MACNEII.-LI~RF.~ 
r.i,~,:..s oAR~. 
¢11/NEWS 
NE--,Y; HOUR FINAL 
I 
WASHI~IbH ~.~.K 
WALl. $¥1cr-~ ~.F.K 
. . . . .  u . .  
BLACK r - -~ .~iV IZ  
"Once and C,~'" 
M~,~l "KPIECE THEATRE 
' ~ O F  
NiC~ITMARE THEATRE !1 
i -  
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Steve b stars In this 
adaptlen of William Faulkner's I I  
last novel, set In a ma l l  |1 
Mississippi tow~; aboat a child. 
like man and his sidekick who J[ 
borrown the boy's grand-I I  
father's shiny yellow Wlnton I I  
Flyer for • fling In Memphis. _.~ 
Sharon Farrell ,  Will Gerr,|[ 
Rupert Crosse  co-ster. . ~ IS 
THE SATURDAY MOVIE ~L 
',solomon end Sheba" 
Yul Brynner, Glna 
Lollobrlglcla, George senders, 
Marlsa Pave.. Dlreceted by 
King Vldor. Queen Sheba vlslte 
Israel Intent on destroying King. 
Solomon but Instead falls In 
Iove...encouterlng the wrath of 
NBC "SATURDAY NIGHT A T : I ~ ' ~  
THE MOVIES 
"The Relvers" ~ 4 o O o l  
I TS  
&~ ,;% _ • .L  . .  ~L  
BAVARIAN INN 
the Israelites. 
FIVE STAR MOVIE 
"Bandldo" 
Robert Mltchum, Ursula 
Thlesa, Gilbert •Roland, 
Zachary Scott, R~I~ Aceste. 
Mexico, 1916: An American 
arrives In Mexlca with weapons 
to sell to the highest bidder 
during the Revolution of 1916, 
i 
~t  Instead finds romance end 
OKTOBERFEST. adventure. Dlrecoted by 
Richard Flelscher; music by /i ~ 
" " -  II 
T"E LATE SHOW i l  . . . .  
W.W.endthe Dixie Dnaceklns" ~ m w . p n  ,,,.~ i 
B.rt. Reynolds plays a Robin Ir I I  • I I 1~ "i' 
Hood like con.astlot whololns II J IUW ~J  J L I , . k~ JL  
leman turned fundemerdm, I;; Jr CONTEST & pRIZES 
preacher. Judith Cries says II -_- " ;  " ~--" ' ~f ; "  
Reynolds Is at his relaxed best 
C _ . . . .  
FOODS ] 
LIVE AND RECORDED.MUSIC 
JOINUSFOR " l 
,." " THE FESTIVITIES, I" 
and so Is the comedy'drama t 
hand. 
WOMAN 
Sexual Harassment at the Job" 
How to Identify end deal with 
sexual harassment on tM lob, a 
proldem encountered by over 70 
percent of the working women 
OUISlde thO homo, IS discussed 
by Karen Sauvlgne, Program 
Director for Working Women 
United Institute. . 
eivls In concert 
Elvls Presley, one of the 
greatest box~fflce attraotluns 
of all time end the one an. 
tertelner who more than anyone 
else shaped contemporary 
popelar music, performs via 
tape from two different 
locations while on a nationwide 
tour done this pest summer. 
The TV concerts Includes 
behind.the-scenes segments 
which convey more of the ex/  
citemant ankl electricity of this 
performer, who mere than 20 
years offer his first recording 
continurd to communicate a 
megntlsm end phenomenal 
showmanship drawing cepectty 
eudlancos end loyal fans of all 
ages. HII first 1"I/appearance 
was on The Ed Sullivan Show In 
1956. This spoclel was 
produced by the CBS Television 
Network. 
ACADEMY PERMORANCE 
THE BIG EVENT 
Just • Little Inconvenience 
A VIotam veteran attempts to 
r~abll ltote his best friend 
has become bitter and with. 
drawn after being maimed In 
war action he feels his frledn 
could have prevented. Stars 
L4m Malors, James Stecy and 
Barbara Hershey. 
SAT. NIGHT MOVIE 
Dial Hot, Line - Psychiatric 
ssclal worker with • "hot line" - 
• telephone system that young 
people can use to talk shout 
their troubles with sympathetic 
listeners. Current crisis: e 
sul©lde that's, ionpardlzlng the 
~ot line's existence end two 
girls who are travelling two 
different routes to trouble. 
~m KIm Hunter, Vlnce Ed- 
wards, Chelsea Brown.  
High mountains no barrier to drugs 
K~T~DU (CP) -- disco~e~thatithasadmg to India and s~pped to tbe ~t~tes. ;-dim sots'cos ~eply 
The lofty mouatalns that wohle~: " United States, Canada, Brit- that hashish is sUll being 
from its aln ando the r European cultivated clandestinely in separate Nepal 
Himalayannolshbom are no . 1%~epa lese  gove~mnent countries. Nepal. 
barrier to drugs. , banned the cultivation of 
described Often as~ 
"abode of innocence" 
because of th~ simple, 
austere lifeled h~ most d its 
inhabitants, the tiny king- 
dam has s~c~n~V 
2 3&6 4 9 _ 
:SSMMI STmun " ' ~ U~ A CI.MIC .... , ARCHISS AN~" 
~I  Y~__."~'~__ S~,i~,:.~-"~ IP m~m~ " ""'~'~' 
I AN ~ _!n.TIS , ~ -,~ ~ "" 
NB¢ MAJOR' LEAGUE ,PIANUTS AND ~ BiG iK~UM~uuua.i~ 
-DASEIUq~ ............. .~  . ' . r , ~ "  
i 
.qqa.u 
h&ddsh some yeara ago, 
even though there was no 
drug problem at the time, 
because of complaints that 
the narcotic was being- 
smu~led across the border 
HOT inmM." 
TH! fAT~_.__n~A.y | I . .  . 
"1~ ~ md a~hs,, 
_Qmw& T m .  ~ u u I -  
T IH I I  IS  " l rH  le  N i l .  
ANIMAL .._~#~m_ n 
'~ , _?m~ . . . . . . . .  , 
11411 ~ --nH!C 
t 
11~ NAT 'nu~' 
. ~  .. 
]SYA I t~. I  .. ' ._ . ' 
ii 
i,t~__.~_~ouL soma 
Qi.Y~ia FOR 1HE 
iSATURDAY EVENING 
* ~ ~uaer~-  , 
IMU.Y GRNM, M 
MI.VlI 
wmm-- , -  
,q,evo Is m I L:?,~'" 
m'nmou. 
RYAM 
THa ALFP. mm HI -TCHr-r-r-r-r-r-r-~ 
Now, an estimated 500 
school and college students • "We are having a taste of 
in Kathmandu take the drug the horrors o f  so-called 
at least twice a week and modern civi l ization,' 
Nepalese sources say it .is lamented the father of a 
he~ sauced into the who ~ accused of 
emm.ury from India. borde~ poa~sing ~-'~ug. 
9:00 ~ m o q m .  
9:30• : :Lm, soo . . . . .  
10:00 mama 
10:30 :Morn ~ OF mr~m, 
11:00 CR. FooTaALL 
11:30 ~ E~:~ face 
12:00 Omva mUCH nmm m 
12:30 Lamdmm Park 
1:00 i 
1:30 
2:00 THe ~ stem 
2:30 V~N ~ OF ir-~i~ 
3:00 mJ. sr,x ~.,--r. ,m : 
3:30 
4:00 ~mz . 
4:30 mscovmy 
5 :00 '  x ,~ ~, ;~-  
5:30 ~ ~x co 
6:00 ~NEM ~R~ 
6 :30  =He S~MSS. FPMLY 
n 
7:00 1e l  mmac woMmi 
i ' 
7:30 
8:00 
e:30 
9:o0 
9:30 
10:00 
10:39 
11:09 
11:30 
.12:00 
i 
ACAgEMY ( . i~MNCa 
"1"* m ~ I nc~,  
T 
THATq HOU.%%~,~ 
ROLP IM~5 IHOW 
~ N ~ w m  
I 
.GUPlqI TO ~,~- .~ 
CONSUMER sUI~ALKiT 
.UUAS, ~ AHO YOU 
~wOMm 
~ T  
FIRING U~ 
'NOVA 
.IN IqJIUUiT OF Lllmsl~ 
i 
Tues .  Oet. 4.Sat.  Oet 8 , 1 
FUN, FUN 
FUN f rom TXpm-2a]  9UVENIER 
rE IN  w i th  Admiss ion  
You21 dance & sing TRAmTIOi AL J 
with accordianist BAVARIAN ~ 
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Van sales run amuck 
TORONTO (CP) - -  More 
than 72,000 Canadians 
.became van owners last 
year, more than double the 
19'/2 rate. 
Gabe Rigno, 23-yeur-old 
manager of a branch of Can 
Custom. Van, a van- 
outfitting chain, calls his 
Chevrolet van Star Wars 
and is in the midst el, 
palndag it with scenes from 
the seience-ficUon movie of 
the same name. He said he 
is not sure of the final cost, 
but large, band-done murals 
start at $500. 
The inside of his vehiele is 
~. ~,~ being decorated, for the 
~b..'h time in five years. This 
!,he everything will be 
. .)vered with velvet, in- 
cludi~ dashboard buttons. 
THE LATE SHOW t 
"The Trap" 
Stars Rite Tushlngham, Oliver 
Reed. Trapper buys young girl 
as wife and takes her to 
Canadian wilds where they 
grow to love each other. 
NIGHTCAP THEATRE 
Passage to Marseilles - Five 
Frenchmen escape tram the 
prison on Devil's Island end 
make supreme efforts of wit 
and endurance to loin the Free 
Fench forces fighting an active 
resistance to Nazl~ccupled 
France. Excellent war film. 
Stars Humphrey Bogert, 
Claude Rains. 
FIVE STAR MOVIE 
"An American Dream" 
Stuart Whitman, Janet Leigh, 
Barry Sullivan, Lloyd Noise, 
Murray Hamilton, Warren 
Stevens, Eleanor Parker, Paul 
Mantes, Harold Gould, Kelly 
Jean Peters. Senzation.zaeking 
tolevlslen, reporter, who has 
been neddllng police about their 
connectlens with underworld, 
accidentally murders his 
estranged wife and now finds 
not only the underworld wen. 
tin9 him dead but the pellco 
trying to get him on a murder 
charge. Based on the novel by 
Norman Mailer. Music by 
Johnny Mandeh 
Tuesday Oct 4 
:lStlt ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL 
Uve from the Queen Elizabeth 
Theatre In Toronto, •seluta to 
great momenta and per. 
formances of the past ~S years. 
Performers scheduled to u 
appear are; Fred Davis, 
Jullatts Wayne, and Shustor 
Bill O'Connea, Barry Morse, 
Kate Reid, tommy Hunter, 
Larry' Henderson, , Earl 
Cameron, Stanley Burke, Uoyd 
Roherston, Mlchelte Flnney. 
Howard the Turtte, Foster 
I-lewlfl, Ted Reynolds, Jackle 
Park~, Whipper Billy Watson, 
Joyce Hahn, Percy Sattzman, 
Shirley Hermer,.Lestle Nielsen, 
Ratrlck McNse, William 
Sh~lner, Adrienne CLARKSON, 
Ren~,Slmerd, Alan Lund, Lucia 
Ago~lnl, Tony Robins, AI 
Waxrdan, Lorne Green, The 
Plouffe Family, Mavce Moore, 
and many more. Interapered 
with the stage performance will 
be nostalgic film vignettes from 
Cross Canada Hit Parade, Big 
Revue, Jockle Roe, Jack Kane, 
Joan Fairfax, Denny Vaughan, 
Holiday Ranch, Don Messer, 
Flight Into Danger, Air of 
Death, The National Dresm~ 
Howdy Dandy, Razzle Dazzle 
and excerts from historical 
celebrations such as: The 
Investiture of Prince Charcles, 
our Centennial Birthday Party 
and the Coronation of HRH 
Queen Elizabeth 11. Producer 
Is STon Jacobsen. 
He has won prizes in night, drink beer, have a 
design contests held at barbecue and discuss their 
several Ontario towns. Last vans. 
summer, a Kitehener Saturday is usually a 
competition drew more than games day with sack races, 
1,000 vans from across the egg tames andpylon driving 
country. Many vans have (a van driver fsbllndfolded 
special fentures uch as fur and a navigator pilots him 
or velvet wall panels, ahe~. throu~ an obataele cause). 
rugs, stereophonic sound, Awards are given to vans 
well-stocked bars, color with the best exteriors, 
television, beds, re, .interiors and over-eel ook. 
frigerators and propane 1"ue ugliest van is also 
heaters. . rewarcSed and so is the 
GATHER ON WEEKENDS driver who travelled tbe 
Re~ano uses bls van farthest to attend. 
mainly for weekend cam- . A couple of bands usually 
ping trips and summer perfurm Saturday night and 
truck-ins--a two-day get van owners spend the 
together that is only oPen to eveni~ dancing, drinking 
van-owners. He said about and talking. Sunday, 
3)0 owners will pull into a everyone goes home. 
h'uck-in site on a Friday "It's mostly young guys 
SUNDAY THEAI"RE who come," (}abe said. "But 
there are some 55-und 60- 
"The KeagsnV" year<rids and a growing 
Star Adam Rosrke, Judd number of women. 
• Hlrsch, Jean Leslie. Story of "We're not hippies. We're 
members of s large Irish- _jUst a bunch of people with 
American femily living In an d i f ferent  l i fe-sty les and 
East Coast City. occupations who share a 
Sunday 1:00 p.m. love of vans." 
THE SUNDAY MOVIE 
125 Air Conditioned Suite & Rooms With View 
Color "IV, Telephone, Tub & Shower, Ele- 
vetors, Coffee Shop, Dining Room, Nightly 
Entertainment, Banquet & Meeting Rooms 
For Up To 125 Kitchenettes Available 
682-1831 FREE PARKING 
:REE ~ Reservations- 
]00-261-3330 43S-4,~4 
Owned & Operated 
!D PRYSTAY 
~ie St. Vancouver, B.C. 
English Bay at Stanley Park Bus Stop 
at Our Door and Take You Anywhere In 
The City For The Price Of A Bus Ticket 
~1S.I031 
=o, , ,  Douglas Fairbauks James Coburn, Lois N~maton, Belmont Chev-Oldo, the first 
Slim Plckens and Anne Archer. Toronto van dealership, said 
Divorced rodeo cowboy tries to va n~ are gaining 
make It big In his son's eyes and widespread popularity. ,~ ~L~.., .,.., ,,~ ,~ . ,  ... 
were starting to ~lJ[ I~  111  J I I  ! m.,~ war  regain his wits, but his roving 4 'They  
eye foils hlm...cnmedv.drama, develop a bit of a s|Jgma-- ~ . . . . . . . .  
"Just a IlHle Inconvenience" sort O~ an undated motor- 
A World Premelr drama cycle image. ~e~)p]e thousht LONDON (AP) - -  He began eo~ocfing them 55 
starring Lee Malors as a only young guys were Douglas Fairbanks Jr  years ago. 
Vietnam veteran trying to help drivini~ them. But it s ordeied his re.irate army 
in the rshsbllltstlen of b,ter, becoming, a bil~ family into the fray ~me last tim~ . Businessman Alvin 
withdrawn friend (lames uung. we jusi sam one io a Tuesday, this time mai'ch- Whitehead of Chicago 
stocy) who lost an arm and e man who has seve n kids." ing them off to auction picked up a set of 21 miniature bandsmen of the 
lag in combat. Barbara Her. Dave Kane, co-mana~er where the 3,000lead soldiers Royal Marines Light in- shay co-stars as e schoolteacher 
whose romance with the of another Can Custom ~'an earned him $16,212. fanb~ fox' $1,400 and then 
maimed veteran Is complicated branch, said he has been put down $~7 for a Mm~ne 
by his lack of self.esteem, suTl)rised by the num,l~, of Fairbanks, 67, who like his squad of 24 hand escorts. 
Charles CIoffl end Jim Devil older customers. 'Once fatherwasa swashbuckling A spokesman said the 
are feat.ucD Filmed an location they buy a van they don't movie hero, had to bid total was far more than 
In Alberta and Southern switch. They're perfect for goodbye to his loyal band of expected for toys Hke the 
Ca l l fo rn la . . .wr l t ten  b nn oldsr couple who want to two-inch-ton men because bandsmen set, which cost 
Theodore J.FIIcker and Allan . Irave~ but who can't afford he didn't have room for about 90 cents in a variety 
Baiter; directed by Flicker. tO stayin motels, them in !~ London home. store in 1038, 
2 3&6 
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1'1HIM SUNDAY MOVIE : 
."11 Hm/ f '  
ON DEATH AND DYING' 
CORAL JUNGLE 
~ET "IHE PRESS .../ 
~VAI .  
o. 
m m 
~mMtq)LkicNu.n 
~ m l Y  
THe nio svEicr 
FIVE STAR MOVll 
".An ~ I~ean', 
IT IS WRII"IrI~ 
I~LD mNlOOM 
OLD T i l l  ~OIl l .  H~ 
_1 
MBInlN mq.4al 
MAN AUVM 
CFL POOllil~ 
C F L m  
k~tqy e~umm 
MUSi¢TOSll 
"~'~'2~. I Iq T p iuA l l l  
HYMN SINe 
DISNEY • " 
9:00 
9:30 .'; 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 ,  
13:00 
12:30 
I:00 
• 1:30 
2:00 
3:30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30 
5:00 
5:30 
6:00 
6:30 
7:00 
7:30 
~m *~tNivEmARV 8:00 
stoat .  0:30 
OMBU~MAND 
THE NATIONAl. . . . . .  
SUNDAY MYSl~.RY Mmnmi 
9:00 
9:30 
. 10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
4 
~RNES'I" ~ 
ORAL ROgERTS 
DAY OF mSCOVERY 
I1" IS IM~ll"lr-r.N 
I~ . .~o  .~n io~.  ' 
IIRRY M~I lB  
SUNDAY l l l lA l l ln  
HOI~ ImmlUlR maw 
re .n .  ON ,Lw.. ~ . ' . . - _~ 
litmllilID IqIOimSR 
.~ IC(  C0t iV~ -: 
,~ .  ......... ;. i-.:.7;!" 
i i 
HARDY BOYS 
i 
SIXMILUON DQI.LAR MAN 
,m.ou l l l= l .~ .  .... , 
MOVIE 
9 
SlSMMn snui l r  
i i l i l l  l l i i ,  , l i u l iM IN I I  ' r i l l  
WASHINGTON WMEK IN 
:,.'~IIM . . . . .  - -  
t AUTO GF A PIIillri*c 
i 
eREAT lMllPOlIMN,#(~l!_ _ _ _ ' 
~i~t l tU~q m " 
MNILnI's W 
i 
lw!nlca's ~;_~ KiNG 
_L~II~i~TPOPS;' 71 
M~IR~_~_  THEATRE. 
q~OUmS OF I.ON~ON, 
VISIONS ' 
t~ATE MOVIE 
"Pamw ~ Nem,~,. '  .. 
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Sparing nothing 
to pleaSe fans 
I [~  Hidden somewhere in the ads 
- 
the What some people avoid, . The rate track, which o[ in entertainment section 
others will do-fro; $1oo. weekends is um,uy Jam. --- ' . - - - -  are two Terrace "" " number 
Don KeUer recently drove reed with up to 5,000 fans i P , . o .e  .,s. 
withintoa fiery head-on co] l t s iOnanother  car at3S miles showChargeSwhich~f°rincludesa tlu'ee-homthE ~m~,.Find them, and. if one is yours you ve woi 
an ha~-dcltherately, main attraction "flKur, " i :PICk' up Your tickets at  :file Herald offlce, 
Keller's car exploded, clot" race durin8 wl~cl I !~  : 3212~Ka~um St . ,  glass flew and w[tneas~s cars interweave at 85 n~ile~ ~ .... . ...... 
said it was iscontelvabis an he ur. 1i5  - ~ ~ :  
that a human bein8 could The lnterweavin8 resoit~ 
survive in the twisted in what the faus go to sea r-,~=mu,~,~.'wd" 
wreel~_ ge, " slx~ta~dar smuh-upe._.. 
Keller was pulled out Racers dub their ears mu I I ~1~ ~ ~ ' ~  . . . . . .  
alive, although there was a eitle~ such as Bongie Man 
deep cut over l~s right eye ~Armnd ]Bandit, Silv~ 
and his undershirt was Ghost and the Killer. SHOWING AT 8 P.M. 
• ll ently ve 
into a fiery head-on collision 
with another car a t~ riffles 
el sa   
~ld  It as inoontelvable 
soaked with blood. Drivers pay ~ibout SS,O~ 
The announcer at the to tranMmn a family can 
stuntcar acing track where intoa speed demon ready t~ 
the event ook place as p~rt stand the Muelll~ test o 
• of a day of dkmdevil acts the figureeight, said race] 
screamed over the loud- Glenn-Ormbby of Platt 
speaker: "Isn't this in sburgh, N.Y. 
drndible? Here at Riverside Engines have to b, 
Speedway, the premolars modified, the interlo 
spare nothing to please the stripped clean, glass enc 
fans." flammable materials takes 
Keller was taken to a out, roll bars attached an( 
wailing ambulance where doors sealed shut. 
be was bandaged, Moments Drivers equip themselv~ 
later ha staggered to the with heavy:duty shoulde4 
stands, harnesses and bebnets fm 
. Grinning happily, he said: protection but accident 
"There's no way to practise happen_ anyway as Ormsb) 
Somethinglike this. You just prb,~ed recently when he los1 
do it. I'd like to become a. a wheel in one race, 
~rvinOfessional and make my He commented after tl~ 
g at it." 
, I t  s time to call your 
Welcome Wagon htete~.. 
EVELYN ANWEILER 
yENDYu.~L IBBETT 
Onnsby admits that he 
has to i[et a new ear each 
eeason because  hls.ear is 
unealvageable by the end-of 
the racing year. Most 
drivers say they don't make 
money on the job. , 
So what tempts a man to 
become a stunt driver? 
OCL 1 
The 1 escuers 
Oct. 2.8 
The Other Side of Midnight 
MATINEE October 1 
The Rescuers 
7 & 9 P.M. NIGHTLY 
He was paid $I00 for the. 
stunt. 
LITTLE HOUSE ON PRAIRIE 
'The Handyman' In Charles 
Ingalls aheance, Caroline hires 
a handyman to complete work 
In the unfinished kitchen, but 
his presence Is • source of 
gossip In town and tonelon in the 
Ingalls home. 
MOVIE MATINEE 
"A Tattered Web" 
Stars Lloyd Bridges, Frank 
Converse, Broderlck Crawford. 
A bizarre kil l ing forces a 
cledlcated IX)lie detective into 
dramatic conflict between his 
duty and his devotlml aea  
fathW. 
SUPER SPECIAL 
Burton Cummings, winner of 
two Juno Awards as Canada's 
best male vocalW rome up 
with fellow ex'Guees Who' 
member Randy Buchman for 
the firm time In seven years. 
The results are a mellow-rock 
sound. 
THE WALTONS 
The Weddni~l 
A special ~wo-h0ur Ol~.~odo with 
.Mary Ellen Oetflno married. 
MOi~DAY N IGHT AT"THE 
MOVIES 
"Murder In Peytm Place" 
The bodies of a young couple 
.who formely lived in Pytan 
Race are discovered and the 
slaying triggers an epldenlc of 
suspicion and Intrigue amino 
residents. Four memboreofthe 
cast of the lang~'unnln9 TV 
serles-Ed Neleon, Dorothy 
Malone, Chris Connelly and Tim 
O'Connor-ere the stars of thle 
world Premiere Movie. Janet 
Margolln, etella Stevens, 
Klmberly Beck, Joyca JIIIson, 
Llnde Gray and Robert Demon 
are featured. 
THE LATE SHOW1 
"Seventh Avenue" 
Part 1 and 11.Adoption of 
Norman B0gnet's novel about a 
New Yorker's rags.to.rlche~ 
'climb In the garment Industry. 
The story opens In 1938, as the 
broke but aggressive Jay 
Elackman (Steve Keats) meets 
dress-shop manager Rhode 
Gold (Dorl Brenner). 
mlshap:: "As long as you 
don't hit the waU, you're 
OK." 
LATE MOVIE  
Letters from Three LOvers 
Three letters, delayed a year by 
a plane crash, dramatically 
change the lives of a young 
couple separated by a Jail 
sentence, a lonely mlddle-o0ed 
woman Involved In a romantic 
aftolr and two levers. Stare 
June Allyson, Barry Sullivan. 
One driver explained: 
"You get too many tickets 
en the road; Here I don't get 
tickets." 
THE* 3:00 MOVIE 
"The Widow" 
.The problems that face a' 
mothw end her two young 
children when her New York 
attorney husl~nd dlea after a 
short lllnese. She has to return 
to work, she faces the trauma of 
srup, boy friends and loss of 
Identity with her old friends, 
her family and her community. 
9 P.M. ONLY ON SUNDAY 
Oct. / 
Islands in the Stream 
Oct. 2.4 
The Outlaw Blues 
Oct. 5-8 
The I. te Show 
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"THE HOLLYWOOD. 
.SQUARES ------. 
LITTLE HOUSE ON 
PRAIRIE ' " 
MGHT AT MOVIES 
"Mumder In Perth Ram" 
INE.V~_. ~oVIC E . . . . .  : 
TOn. I.Ol~ SHOW 
IJl"rll~ M ON 
PP, AIRIN 
i 
~.n~.s~ 
u; l~  P~e CHALLEIP~E " 
n 
sUPaRSPEClAJI, G BURION 
Ct~N~ 
NEWSMAOAZI NI . 
i 
n i l  Id lvo  .:, 
THI NATIONAL 
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I 
9:00 
9:30 .. 
' ' 10:00 
1 
10:30 
11:00 
i 
11:30 
12:00 
12:30 
1:00 
! :30  
t ~ ~:00 
• 2.3O 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30 
5:00 * 
5:30 
ARIr OF OWOONO" 
JgY~ DAvIn~N SHOW 
~u~! CAlamM mow 
OmNmCIK..-'. . .. .. 
KNumlM YOGA 
. ~ ,  HOUR "" 
Aq~, El . . . .  
n 
IM/MOIIO AND SON 
I' ,111En0NGm , 
.EMEngeicY 
~ CURII 
IMUlST MLMS ON SCllBiCm 
ELEClrltiC ¢0MPNW 
woRmVrrH 
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SOAP 
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THE.  RENE SIMARD SHOW 
COMCfe'I Super-Kid IS back 
with his sa¢ond show: a I~  
geurrl of singing, dancing, and 
music,music,music. Tonight's 
vu guests who do their thing 
with Rene onstllge are 
:beautiful blonde singer Gloria 
Lerlng, the amazing "Hockey 
RIckers" Boom.Boom Gent 
&Ion, Marcel Dlonne, and Regis 
Vachon, and 12.year-old trupat 
prodigy robert London of 
Edmonton. Rene solos on 
"Signed Sealed Delivered' and 
• 'Handyman' and sings with 
Gloria on her., "Little Mils 
RocK" Roll' while Robert 
London plays the theme from 
the 'Rocky' with the big 
showband. Gloria solos o~, 
'Rhymes and Reasons'. 
Produotlm In Vancouver by. 
Allan Thl¢ke. DIrectod by 
Mlchul Watt. 
MOVIE MATINEE 
"Thief" 
Sters richard Crenna, Angle 
Dickinson, Cameron Mitchell. 
trying to break with h is  
criminal past must a way to get 
money quickly to pay a debt. 
THE $:00 MOVIE 
"Hot Millions" 
Peter Ustlnov, Maggie Smith, 
Karl Malden, Bob Newhart, 
Robert Morley, Cesar Romero. 
Ex.con embe~ler beats the 
computer end makes e fortune 
through is fictitious compenles 
while his wife Is piling upmeney 
on the stock market from loose 
change In his pockets. 
8:30 
"FIVE STAR MOVIE 
"The Sandpiper" 
Elizabeth Taylor, Rlcharc~' 
Burton, Eva Saint Marie, 
Charles Bronson, Robert 
Webber, Morgan Mason. An 
ortlot living In an Isolated cahln 
(Iouetlon footage of BIg Spur) 
with her Illugltlmafe son, fells 
Inlove ,with the headmaster of 
the bay's s school, a morrled 
clergyman. Directedby VIn- 
gents Mlonellh screenplay by 
Dalton Trumbo and Mlchonl 
Wilson from # story by Martin 
Ronsohoff. The film features 
the song, "The Shadow of Your 
Smile" which won the Academy 
Award In 1965. 
dv movie of the week 
"The Front Page" 
Stars Jack Lemmon, Waiter 
Matthau, Susan Sarandon, 
via "~nt Gardenia. David 
Wayne. Remake of the Charles 
MacArthur-Ben Hecht 1928 
classic of newspapermen In 
Chicago. Story focuses on the 
compet i t i ve  newspape~ 
coverage of the exucflon of an 
alleged co.klller by a tough city 
editor and hit top reporter. 
THE 3:00. MOVIE 
"Oownhlll Racer'" 
Robert Redford, Gene Hack- 
man, Camilla Sparv. An am. 
bltlous, undisciplined American 
skl bum replaces another skler 
Inluerd In pre-Olympl¢ ¢om- 
petltlon and becomes an 
Giypmlc superskler. Based on 
Cakley Hall's '"The Downhill 
Racer" 
8:3O 
F IVE  STAR MOVIE 
"The Rose Tattoo" 
Anne Magnanh Burr Lan. 
chester, Jo Van Fleet, Marlse 
Pavan, Ben Cooper, virginia 
• Grey. Produced by Hal Willis, 
directed by Daniel Mann, 
screenplay by Tennessee 
Williams from his Brolldway 
play. Dressmaker, worshipping 
dead husband's memory, keep~ 
his cremetod 81has. When shS 
meet truck driver, she dalcdas, 
beofre encouraging him, to find 
out If husband was fllithfuh 
Academlly awards went to 
Magnllnl, to photographer 
James Wong Howe and to the 
film's art direction and'set 
dlredlon. 
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i 
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NN HOUR 
"IITI~ MUPlqET SHOW 
LAVERN! • | IRL lY  
IMI~Y DAYS 
THIE RIEN~ SIMARD SHOW 
• I L l  " IA  
I 
~ FH~! ESTATE 
MOVIE M~,T INEE 
"Celumbo: A Stitch In Crime" 
Leonard Nlmoy quest stere as a 
brilllan surgeon who murders a 
nurse after she suspects he's 
trying to kill his colleague, e 
IIARNL~ MlU.IR 
M NMIOIML 
N MiNt/TIES UV!  
SPECIAL 
'Ten Days thllt Shook the World' 
This documentary Is the most 
complete end accurate f i lm 
12:30 
I :00 
1;30 
2:00 
I. . 2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30 
5:00 
5:30 
6:00 
6:30 
7 :H  
7:30 
8:00 
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:3~ 
11:09 
11:30 
12:00  
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SWITCH 
LOU ORANlr 
c vu 
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"grimm W 
BASEBALL PLAYOFFS 
Game two Maturing the winners 
of the National League East end 
EuIGrlU¢ C0MPNET 
m ~ U  
MUSIC PLACe 
M WE SEE IT 
M IS FOR MUSIC 
THE MUSIC PLACE 
ALL AIIOUT YOU " 
~ C S  
THE ~RD SHOP 
lrlfll ILACK IXPIBIIIBICI 
i r  i~ , - -  
SiAMM! . i~ l lT  " '"  
MR..__I~G_ ERS' NEIGH. 
mlcm,  c COnY,beY " 
I .G B~UE MARBLE ...... 
umm . , 
NINE'S JOURNAL 
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WCU. m 
L~mO mmmmuM 
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BASEBALL PLAYOFFS 
The top team In the National 
League West plays host to the 
West divisions. The game will winner In the Eastern Division 
a¢countthe world Is likely to see. be played In the bell park of the In the first game In this bestCf. 
of the Russian revolution which. Western Division team. five series. ' 
world.famous heart expert. 
THE LATE SHOW 
"Sayeth Avenue 
Parts v and vl .  Jay's life Is In 
turmoil In the colcluslon his 
sister.In.law attempts sulclda, 
he and his wife separate and his 
long.tim friend Is murdered. 
• reached Its dlmax on Oct. 25, 
1917. Commmtary Is spoken by 
green Welles. 
B A I ~  PLAYOFFS 
The first gsme in the belt.of- 
five series of the American 
League PlaY0ffs from the ball 
park of the Eastern Dlvlslenal 
Team. 
LATE MOVIE 
See the Man Run - Struggling 
~'tor finds himself the mid- 
dlemen In a kidnap plot.. Stare. 
Robert Culp, Angle Dickinson, 
Eddie Albert, June Nlysen. 
Speakero! me House 
"FEW women l~ve any 
/mow~ed#e of par l iam~aey.  
law." "You don't kno~ my 
~e. She's bern ~oker ol 
the hou,~ or 25 ye~rs." 
2 3&6 
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Professional hunters shot down 
NAIROBI (Reuter) - -  
Kenya 's  p - ro fess iona l  
hunters are hanging up their 
elephant guns and looking 
for new work. 
The  106 professional 
hunters had their livelihood 
killed by the Kenyan 
government as swiftly and 
conclusively as an Ernest 
Hemingway character in a 
novel would dispatch a 
charging'rhino. 
The government ordered 
an immediate ban on all 
hunting in Kenya last May 
to conserve the country's 
dwindling wildlife. 
Now the East African 
Pro fess iona l  Hunters  
Association hare was been 
disbanded amidst bitterness 
on th6part of its members. 
The association's offices The hunternhadtheir own and 80 antelope horns $5 million in lleence fees 
in te centre of Nairebi, concessionary areas and, to crashed into a tree on a alone each year from the 
which included a bar, have protect heir own lucrative desert road with squad professional hunters and 
.been closed and the tusks, trade, organized anti- members in hot pursuit. • 9.,500 "weekend3 sports 
animal heads and game poaching patrols in these The minister said he also hunters." 
pictures• which decorated areas. Dyer said hedoes not intends to crack down on Dyer said the ban would 
them put into storage, believe that Kenyan dealings in -'contraband eost'{he ~oba of ~-000 ,~nle 
Association president government measures to ~ , r-- , -  
Anthony Byer said he •stop oaching will" be as el- ga. me and .warned ...~1 workingm the country's 5ig- 
~,enyaas that mew m~me indostrv regarded the government fectlve. 
decision with "cynicism and businesses would be closed o- - , .  
bitterness." But Wildlife and Tourism ff they were found trading in These inlude black trackers, 
The hunters ay they and Minister Mathews Ogutu illegally obtained trophies, drivers, cooks, mess at- 
their rich clients killedonly said the government, with CHECK AT BORDER ' tondants anti [~mbo~/s who 
a small number of animals help from the World Bank, "I have instructed mv come mrgezy zrom hunting 
compared with those shot by has set aside about $3.5 officers to cooperate wit]~ families andknow no other 
million to increase port authorities to ensure work. 
P0achers.they acted asTheYa deterrentadd thatto helicopter and ground anti- that no wildlife items leave ~t.,, bein- laid ,,r~ ,-'e 
th • -~  o . . . .  the poachers, poaching units. . e country w~thout 190 M,-,le emnio,,ed by 
COMBATTED POACHERS The squad made its first properly obtained docu- K . . . .  P "~ hol t  ';'~,.,,,-,n 
Dyersaid: "By the end of big ivory seizm'e in July_ .ti.fls. ......,.,, ,.A ..-.~ . . .~ . . .  ~..o - . . . . .  • .,;.,,. ,,; o,,,,,, taxidermists, Zimmermann 
next yeartberewillbedanm year when a vehicle The government Ltd. The firm is "closing 
little game left to hunt." - carrying 107 elephant tusks estimates it will lose about down at the end of the year. 
' l~ l  SCHNITZEL OF HOURS I IUU I  ILTI / .ou,, 
~/~/~ ~--~'q~ DINNER- TUES.- FRI.-5PM-10PM / 
//~" m v '~ SAT. & SUN. ; BREAKFAST, LUNCH & DIN. 
~ a • * ~)  NER .' 10AM-10PM 
I I l l~  ~ I~ ~ ~ 'INTERNATIONAL) CLOSED MONDAY ,CUISINE, l 
I I I l I l ! I I U  ALU..OTEL. a 
I 1 .~/E N~KE I eue /omm I 
~, LOT OF THINGS BE~'TER 
T~KE 
LA GONDOLA 
DINING ROOM 
& DRIVE.IN 
624-2621 or 624-3359 
St ItVe. W. at 6th St, 
"PROBABLY THE BEST" 
CHA P-BROILED STEA KS 
4736 Lakelse Ave: Terrace 
Char-Broiled Steak ' $2.99 
Including: BAKED POTATO 
• ;CHOICE OF SALADS and , 
DRESSINGS. GARLIC TOAS] 
King-Size Steak Dinner $ 4.99. 
Tenderloin Steak Dinner $ 4.99 
! Bruce & ..DJoII~tAO 
Carruthers THE PLAOE 
Owners FOR 
LAKELSE AVENUE 
635-1100 WEDDING I~ECEPTIONS 
PRIVATE. PARTI ES 
OUT ORDERS WELCOME BANQUETS 
CATE RI NG 
DANCING SPACE AVAILABLE 
namaniHN 
INTERNATIONAL CUISINE' 
~lu°C;~e n~? s i;] i MON-SAT. 5 PM- 11. PM 
Phone 638-8141 
Rooms - ~" 
~" ~"*- . .~  , o~ 4620 Lake lse  Avenue 
at Noon in the Dining Room 
FRIDAY NIGHT 
SHOPPERS [" 
Steak & ShrimpCombo $ 4.39 Dinner S~,k RESTA U RANT L " 
with Baked Potato 
Jumbo ShrimP Dinner $ 2,99 and Green Salad <:~I1~1~" & CANADIAN FOOD 
Chopped Beef Dinner : / ,!.$,.13 9 ,~  " li~am to 10 pm Sundl~: " 
The Mikeburger ""' $1.39' " o, . . . , . ,  w. 35611r.O.s 6 1 
I ._ ' '. Terraoe, B,0, 4642 Lazelle West of CFTK pflIC'II~,,SUBJIECY ~ ¢HAJ~iOIg Wl'rHou'r NOTICE , ~ !  " 
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Grow your 
own energy 
GRAND MARAIS, Minn. "Nothing at all you can 
(AP) -- They're bringing bum is cleaner than wood," 
the old pot.bellied wood Lueth said. "I foresee no 
stove back to the problems with pollution 
schoolhouse here, but it's control agencies." 
going to be considerably 
more expensive. School officials estimate 
A proposed wood heating 
system for the community's 
750-student school will cost 
$288,000. It will bum wood 
chips instead of fuel oil, 
saving the district about 
$16,000 yearly in fuel bills, 
said Supt. Vern Lueth. 
GrandMerais about 100 
miles north of Duluth in 
Minnesota's timber country. 
The community lacks rail 
service, so all fuel oil must 
be brought in by truck. 
The school's two con- 
ne~ted buildings have used 
an average of 65,050 gallons 
of fuel oil a year, at a cost of 
$26,000 annually, for the last 
three years, Lueth said. The 
school board had been 
the new heating system will 
pay for itself in 18. years. 
And they're fairly certain 
that oil prices will shoot up 
much faster than the cost of 
wood during the same 
period. 
JIM'S TACKLE SHOP 
Quality Fresh and Salt Water Fishing Tackle 
"Hardy. Fenwick. Ambassadeur-Algonquin 
• Quick - Richmake" 
Fly Tying & Rod Building Sul~plies 
Souvenirs & Local Crafts 
,k Our prices are fair 
. Shop & Compare 
4120 Hwy. 16 East ,=,-, 635-947[ 
F . Challenge of the theatre • 
ocusslng on experience 
TORONTO (CP) --  I personally like a tight 
Theatre grants are frozen focus on the experience of 
and funding councils will theatre itself. I don't want to 
soon start slashing. Will it get bigger and I don't want 
he large alternate theatres to charge more at the door. 
that lose funds or small "The Canada Council 
ones?_ _ .~ seems to understand this. It 
worried about rising fuel 
costs, plus hikes in the cost 
of bringing it in. 
"We saw the solution in 
the tremendous resource we 
have around here," Leuth 
said. "Just from trees that 
have fallen, we could get 
enough wood." 
Paul Bettis, a former doesn't press me for box Theatre, in operation five' 
English professor and office the way it does the years, said: "There's aneed 
founder of Theatre Second larger theatres. I hope to for us to become an in- 
Floor, is untroubled by this God it never does." stitution. At least then 
tumble from affluence to the FEWER R ISKS  TAKEN people will stop calling us a 
$100-a-wesk challenge of one Large theatres have been small theatre or alternate 
of the few alternate theatre under pressure from sub- theatre or any of those con- 
companies both ex- sidizing bodies to build up. descending terms." 
per'~nental and respected, their box-office receipts if . . . . . .  
which has been in operation 
six years, said: "It's harder 
for us to take a chance on 
semebedy's firstplay than it 
was at the beginning." 
. Martin Kinch, artistic i 
director at the Free 
_ _ ipts 
After two years, Bettis they want their grants ~ He added, perhaps 
FED BY LOWER still scavenges chairs, creased or maintained. That thinking of the theatre's 
The new heating system, muskets and random junk meausproducin~gshows that growing subscription list, 
to beinstalledforusebythe z or his sets rather ban attract an audience-resalt- "We can't aff~a'd to be 
first of next year, will burn making them, rents a ware- Lug in less risk-taking, ac- perverse." 
about $10,000. Two lumber house for $750 a month and cepting fewer plays by Some observers have 
fwms near Grand Marats never charges more than $1 unknown playwrights, spoken of alternate theatres 
already produce the chips admission. Mallory Gilbert, adminis, becoming established to 
needed for the heating "Canada enlarges but trator and accounts-kesper keep bard-won audiences 
system. * tondstolosefocus,"heseid, for the Tarragon Theatre, and buildings. 
Cleanboth 
your carpets 
rind upho t  
with Steamex® 
Do It Yourself and Save! 
Steamex Carpet Cleaner 
Rental machine, with Six pow- 
er jets, gets the dirt others 
don't. 
And now we'veadded a new 
upholstery attachment and its 
• own specially-formulated so- 
lutio~...so you can clean your 
carpets and upholstery the 
easy, money-saving Steamex 
way. 
"3223 Em~rson.~ 
Prince George Mack Sales and Service Ltd... 
are pleased to announce the appointment of 
Skeena Diesel Ltd. as an authorized Mack 
Truck Service Dealer for the Terrace area. 
In addition to supplying Mack 
Parts and Service, Ross and 
Ev I)imback will continue to give 
service to owners of all makes 
and models. 
c ,  ¸*  . .  - . _ 
Sales representative for the area 
is Sandy Green, who will be 
working closely with Skeena 
Diesel Ltd. 
SKEENA DIESEL LTD. 
4534 KEITH AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. 
MACK - THE GREATEST NAME IN TRUCKS 
